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CHAPTER SIX

LIFTING THE VEIL FROM THE FACE OF DEPICTION:
DUST MUHAMMAD’S PREFACE

Another form of picture-making by water and pigment existed in the Cathayan realm and the
Frankish realm until sharp-penned Mercury inscribed the sultanic seal in the name of Sulã§n
Abå Sa#Êd Khud§ybanda. Ust§d AÈmad Mås§, who was his father’s pupil, lifted the veil from
the face of depiction and the depiction that is now current was invented by him.1

The implications of this often-quoted passage from Dust Muhammad’s preface to the Bahram
Mirza album are rarely examined. Ahmad Musa, a painter trained by his father and ac-
tive during the reign of the Ilkhanid Sultan Abu Sa#id (r. 1317–35), is credited with devel-
oping a new and exciting mode of depiction, a veritable paradigm shift, whose impact,
according to Dust Muhammad, was still palpable in the 1540’s. Through a rich, meaning-
laden metaphor, Dust Muhammad likens Ahmad Musa’s creation of this new idiom to an
act of unveiling, of removing a cloth that had obscured and concealed “depiction” (taßvÊr,
depicting and depiction2 ). But the metaphor steadfastly retains its ambiguity when one
attempts to connect the textual account and the painted image. Did Ahmad Musa, this
painter with a prophet’s name,3 merely uncover what was there all along by perfecting and
refining some aspect of technique, of composition, of drawing, or of applying paint? Or is
his act as revolutionary as we are made to think on first reading Dust Muhammad’s pref-
ace?

Answers do not come readily from the narrative. Dust Muhammad lays out his chronol-
ogy of painting with a broad brush, noting the passage of time and the visual traditions of
the Cathayans and the Franks (i.e., the Chinese and the Europeans), without the slightest
reference to painting’s early history in Iran or for that matter in the Arab world. He rushes
to make the connection between Ahmad Musa and the Safavid tradition, neglecting to
mention, even as an aside, the century of book painting practiced throughout Iraq and in
western Iran, despite the illustrated books and fragmentary paintings, datable to between
the middle of the thirteenth century and the early fourteenth that were stored in the Timurid
and Safavid libraries. We begin to sense an exclusionary view of visual history, and so we
return to Dust Muhammad’s words, “the depiction that is now current was invented by
him.”

For Bahram Mirza’s album, Dust Muhammad selected a series of paintings depicting
events and places in the Prophet Muhammad’s Mi #r§j (Night Journey), the story of
Muhammad’s ascension from Jerusalem through the seven heavens to the throne of God.4

1 DÊgar rasm-i ßårat-s§zÊ dar diy§r-i khaã§"Ê va dar diy§r-i farang ba-§b va rang shud t§ §n ki #uã§rid-i tÊz qalam nish§n-
i salãanat ba-ism-i Sulã§n Abå Sa#Êd Khud§ybanda marqåm s§kht Ust§d AÈmad Mås§ ki sh§gird-i pidar-i khud ast parda
gush§"Ê-yi chihra-yi taßvÊr shud va taßvÊrÊ ki È§l§ mutad§vil ast å ikhtir§# kard.

2 The term taßvÊr does not distinguish between drawing and painting as modes of depiction or processes of
depicting. The distinction is only made in specific references to materials or techniques in written sources.
Moreover, context must be relied upon to determine whether it is being used as a noun or as a verbal noun.

3 Mås§= Moses.
4 For general scholarship on the mi#r§j and illustrated Mi#r§j-n§mas, see Marie-Rose Séguy, The Miraculous
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Dust Muhammad ascribed many of the Mi#r§j paintings in the album to Ahmad Musa (figs.
1–3) placing the attributions written in polychrome or gold nasta#lÊq on them,5 and arrang-
ing the paintings at intervals throughout the album’s 149 folios. Just as Muhammad jour-
neys from Jerusalem through the heavens, so the paintings journey through the folios of
the album. In the album the paintings attributed to Ahmad Musa represent what Dust
Muhammad thought of as the origin of a tradition which would reach its culmination in
the Safavid period. It is only possible, perhaps, to understand his perceived visual affinity,
his history of art which links present to past through style, by examining the formal as-
pects of Ahmad Musa’s paintings, including their composition and format, spatial construction,
quality of line, and handling of pigment. Such a stylistic affinity is suggested by Dust
Muhammad’s placement of paintings by Ahmad Musa and the Safavid-period artist Ustad
Dust on the two surfaces of a single folio (figs. 4–5 and 6).6 Their proximity allows for easy
comparison.

In composing the preface and selecting the album’s contents, Dust Muhammad presumably
ignored all those pictorial traditions for which he could see no connection to the Safavid
style. Hence the album includes no paintings before Ahmad Musa’s time and no examples
from the illustrated books of Arabic literary culture. Its corpus of calligraphies is equally
selective. It contains calligraphies in nasta#lÊq but very few examples in any of the six scripts,
despite the fact that Dust Muhammad describes this canon of practitioners and history in
his preface.7 Examples of nasta#lÊq begin with specimens by Ja#far al-Tabrizi and Azhar,
whose combined period of activity spanned the first half of the fifteenth century. Next comes
a calligraphic exercise (mufrad§t) signed by Shah Mahmud (fol. 32b) out of chronological
order.8 Shah Mahmud writes in his signature that his nasta#lÊq followed the method (ãarÊqa)
of the “inventor of the archetype” (v§îi# al-aßl) Mir #Ali Tabrizi and of “the second inven-
tor” (mukhãari# al-s§nÊ), Ja#far al-Tabrizi. The inventors are present through Shah Mahmud’s
exercise in emulation. Subsequent examples of nasta#lÊq calligraphies in Bahram Mirza’s album
illustrate the script’s history through the examples of some of its leading exponents from
the fifteenth century to the contemporary nasta#lÊq calligraphers of Dust Muhammad’s time,
many of whom he mentions in his preface.

By his selection of examples from the works of artists and calligraphers and by his writ-
ing of a history, Dust Muhammad evinces a singular view and seeks to advance specific
claims, although what they are remains somewhat elusive. The example of Ahmad Musa

Journey of Mahomet: Mirâj Nâmeh (New York: George Braziller, 1977); and Richard Ettinghausen, “Persian As-
cension Miniatures of the Fourteenth Century,” Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei (Rome, 1957), pp. 360–83.

5 Paintings with attributions appear on fols. 31b, 42a, 61b, and 121a; paintings without attributions occur
on fols. 42b, 61a, 62a, and 107a.

6 TSK H. 2154, fol. 121a–b. Adle identified Ustad Dust as either Dust Musavvir or Dust Divana and not
the Dust Muhammad who composed the preface (Adle, “Les Artistes nommés Dust-MoÈammad,” esp. 264-
67).

7 Specimens in the six scripts were available to Dust Muhammad. In fact, an entire album devoted to this
canon of scripts and its major calligraphers was assembled for Bahram Mirza. The album, TSK B. 410, is in
Istanbul. For a discussion of the album and its relationship to the album assembled by Dust Muhammad in
1544–45 (TSK H. 2154), see David J. Roxburgh, “Bahram Mirza and His Collections,” in Safavid Art and
Architecture, ed. Sheila R. Canby (London: British Museum Press, forthcoming).

8 The calligraphies are arranged according to relative chronological order from the fourteenth through
sixteenth centuries. If calligraphies are out of order it was done deliberately to stress specific formal affinities
and pedagogical filiations between calligraphers in the chain of practice.
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and his connection to the Safavid tradition offers one caveat against treating Dust
Muhammad’s preface as a normative history of art that can stand alone, above and be-
yond its author’s particular aesthetic constructs and historical conceptions.

Early in the twentieth century the preface attained the status of master narrative and
the materials which preoccupy the historian of art today are still structured according to
Dust Muhammad’s model. The absence of a critical analysis of this preface has resulted in
its reproduction time after time in modern art history—Dust Muhammad’s skeletal frame-
work of patron and practitioner has simply been fleshed out and matched to the corpus of
extant manuscripts.9 It is important to state that Dust Muhammad’s narrative represents
his view, although some of what he says—for instance, credit given to particular practi-
tioners for inventing a technique or script,10 or specific master-student relationships—can
be found in other examples. Ironically, comparison of his preface to nearly contemporary
examples only brings out its very singularity, calling into question its reception and status
as a normative history of art, but this is not entirely surprising given that his preface was
the only preface available to scholars for quite a number of years. Its similarities to the
late Timurid and Safavid prefaces are structural, thematic, and linguistic. It is also like other
album prefaces at an epistemological level, in its comprehension of history in terms of a
chain of practitioners.

Concerns particular to Dust Muhammad’s preface are both in degree and in kind. In
degree, his preface exhibits one feature shared by others—for example, those by Malik
Daylami and Mir Sayyid Ahmad (for Amir Ghayb Beg’s album)—that is, a concern with
outlining an art tradition that would explain in a form of stylistic causality the outcome of
contemporary Safavid aesthetics and practices by referring to its predecessors. This stylis-
tic history was continuous within the limits of depiction first established by Ahmad Musa.
Refinements were made to his system as a series of perfections within a universe, whose
limits, terms, and values Ahmad Musa had already defined, and hence the process might
be considered essentially conservative and not revolutionary. Such a conception of a his-
tory of depiction and the notion of a progress of perfection find parallels in both the prac-
tice and history of calligraphy and poetry. The impetus to explain the place of Safavid art
and its practitioners in terms of their precursors finds parallels elsewhere, but the special
resonance of Dust Muhammad’s preface lies in his selection of materials assembled in Bahram
Mirza’s album. The album’s contents and its preface work together to shape a history of
art in which particular practitioners were featured. Certain lines of artistic transmission
were privileged over others just as certain materials from both past and present were in-
cluded and others excluded from the album. In Bahram Mirza’s album, transmission be-
comes a subject that is described in the text and illustrated through a sequence of exam-

9 The only modifications to Dust Muhammad’s text are taxonomic. ÇaÅman, TanÌndÌ, and Rogers redate
the paintings by Ahmad Musa, for example, to a later period (ca. 1360–70) on the basis of their stylistic fea-
tures, thereby altering Dust Muhammad’s chronology (see ÇaÅman and TanÌndÌ, The TopkapÌ Saray Museum,
trans., ed. and expanded by Rogers, pp. 69–70). Dust Muhammad’s coverage which focused on courtly pro-
duction has been expanded in modern scholarship by the analysis of the regional production of books and
paintings—for example, the development of the Turkmen tradition under the Qaraqoyunlu and Aqqoyunlu
dynasties, production in such regional courts as Gilan, and the so-called commercial production of Shiraz in
the sixteenth century. Dust Muhammad is either silent about these practices or gives them cursory treatment.

10 For example, several preface writers credit #Ali b. Abi Talib with the invention of illumination and Mir
#Ali Tabrizi as the creator of nasta#lÊq.
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ples. Of many examples, one can cite a black-ink drawing ascribed by Dust Muhammad
to Shah Muzaffar, an artist contemporary to Bihzad (fig. 7) and praised by such figures as
Muhammad Haydar Dughlat and Babur.11 Shah Muzaffar’s drawing depicts the Prophet
Muhammad riding on Buraq and attended by the angel Gabriel, a composition whose ico-
nography is shaped by the Mi#r§j-n§ma. It is unlike any attributed to Ahmad Musa in the
album, but the features of Shah Muzaffar’s figures and its elements are derived from four-
teenth-century models, which he has recombined. The line technique is also characteristic
of fourteenth-century drawings.12 Examples like this drawing by Shah Muzaffar established
connections between individual works within the album, producing chains of interconnected
examples that inferred a history of art.

But it is in its contents that Dust Muhammad’s preface is truly unusual. In contrast to
other preface writers, Dust Muhammad fully exploited the preface’s inherent openness of
structure to insert stories and anecdotes into a dominant historical narrative centered on
transmission. In doing so, he relies on two forms of narrative for its emplotment: first, the
dominant structure of transmission between master and student (suggesting the passage of
time by a chronology implied through relation); and second, a less commonly used form
that employs the sequencing of stories, each one of them functioning as a discrete moment.
Stories are embedded within stories.

Dust Muhammad’s careful incorporation of anecdotes and their inflection and sequencing
seem to have been designed to advance particular claims in accordance with specific au-
thorial concerns; they acquired meaning, legibility, and coherence through the sequence
of the preface’s storytelling elements in conjunction with well known cultural references
and stories not in the preface. In Dust Muhammad’s references to the history of depiction,
what seems at stake is not merely the desire to legitimate depiction, a goal that is immedi-
ately apparent from the very first reading of the text,13 but also to define the role of im-
ages and perhaps to distinguish specific forms of depiction over others (e.g., optical-natu-
ralism/non-optical-naturalism),14 and to signal distinctions between the picture-making tra-

11 The drawing is on fol. 40b. The illuminated ascription reads: k§r-i n§dir al-#aßrÊ Ust§d Sh§h Muíaffar siy§h
qalam-i naqq§sh-i khur§s§nÊ (“work of the rarity of the age master Shah Muzaffar. Black pen [drawing] of the
Khurasani artist”). For more examples of self-referencing through repeated types and models, see Roxburgh,
“Kamal al-Din Bihzad and Authorship,” esp. figs. 7 and 8, 9, and 10. It is also possible that siy§h qalam is part
of the artist’s name. The same epithet was attached to an artist named Muhammad (the famous Muhammad
Siyah Qalam), many of whose works are mounted in two of the Istanbul albums (TSK, H. 2153 and H. 2160).

12 A feature, in combination with other stylistic elements (e.g., the treatment of drapery) which has led
one scholar to question Dust Muhammad’s attribution; see Soudavar, Art of the Persian Courts, p. 95. In n. 38,
Soudavar qualifies the rejection, “These two drawings are so removed from the Her§t style of the 1470’s and
1480’s, that, unless, Sh§h-Mozaffar was copying earlier subjects, the attribution to him must be disregarded.
If they are copies of earlier subjects, then they are difficult to accept as representative of his painting style”
(p. 123).

13 Soudavar quickly summarizes this major aspect of Dust Muhammad’s preface but only through the linkage
forged between depiction and #Ali b. Abi Talib’s practice of illuminating Korans (Soudavar, “Between the
Safavids and the Mughals,” p. 51).

14 The terms naturalism, realism, and mimetic have been avoided in favor of “optical naturalism” as the
sense of an image approximating the visual perception of the phenomenal world, a way to order illusion. The
term “optical naturalism” was first advanced by David Summers in The Judgement of Sense (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1987), p. 3. The general misuse, or misunderstanding, of the term mimesis as imita-
tion or representation is explained by Eva C. Keuls, Plato and Greek Painting (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978), pp. 2
and 9.
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ditions of Persia, Europe, and China. The question is how his preface produces and com-
municates this set of purposes.

Elsewhere in his preface, Dust Muhammad addresses the underlying principles of im-
age making; he alludes to the processes of visual perception and creative conception using
such phrases as “mirror of the mind” (§"Êna-yi #aql), “eye of the imagination” (dÊda-yi khiy§l),
and “page of possibility” (ßafÈa-yi imk§n). Although these oblique references cannot be taken
as an overt theory of art—for that was not a purpose of his preface—they raise critical
questions about what have been long-standing priorities in the study of Persianate paint-
ing. From reading his preface one gains a sense of a theorized organization of art, of a
distillation of creative principles and processes.

By stringing together in sequence stories about the history of depiction that appeared in
other written sources but never together, Dust Muhammad produces a narrative whose
dominant message concerns depiction and depicting, but which has many resonances. His
mythos (i.e., narrative principle)15 is the prophetic origin of depiction, the first beginnings of
a tradition of image-making continued up to his own time. As we look closer, the theme of
revelation comes to the fore again and again. He moves from unobservable “historical”
phenomena, like Daniel’s copying of the portraits in the Chest of Witnessing (ßandåq al-

shah§da), to those events that are potentially observable, and then to those that survive as a
corpus of extant works made by practitioners active from the fourteenth century onward.
Ahmad Musa inaugurates the new tradition in what might be understood as a renovatio, a
rebirth of the arts of depiction, and his style is preserved through generations of artists and
their works up to the Safavid era. Dust Muhammad’s insistent narrative of transmission,
unlike any other before or after, establishes a support for this claim.

In what follows the preface section on the history of depiction is the focus: stories from
Dust Muhammad’s preface are examined and their implications for the album proper, as
well as the subjects of patronage, aesthetics, the art tradition and its creative processes are
addressed. Propositions advanced by early scholars on the nature of depiction in Persianate
art are returned to at the chapter’s end. Thus, Dust Muhammad’s preface here serves as a
case study of interpretation and textual analysis. Three main stories form the focus: a scene
from the courtly life of the Timurid prince Baysunghur, involving his artist Khalil; the Chest
of Witnessing, a wooden box containing portraits of the prophets, created by God for Adam
and copied by Daniel; and the false prophet Mani’s “Artangi Tablet” (lawÈ-i artangÊ). The
order of the three stories has been rearranged here. The Baysunghur and Amir Khalil
anecdote comes third in the preface but here its allegorical role of exemplarity is empha-
sized and it is placed first to highlight that theme, although, like the other two stories, it
operates as an illustrative event in the history of depiction.

What is at stake in this analysis of Dust Muhammad’s preface? In the introduction it
served as an example to highlight scholarly approaches to prefaces generally; the observa-
tions made were also valid for other prefaces and art historiographic texts of the Persianate
literary tradition. Two interconnected observations emerged from that discussion. The first
was that the language and structure of the preface had not been examined; the second was
that the preface was not scrutinized closely, an unusual lacuna in scholarship given that

15 Northrop Frye, “History and Myth in the Bible,” in The Literature of Fact: Selected Papers from the English
Institute, ed. Angus Fletcher (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), pp. 1–19, esp. p. 7.
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most scholars agree that the content of Dust Muhammad’s preface is particularly remark-
able. Its turns of phrase and figures of speech were thought to be hackneyed (and incapa-
ble of signifying anything other than their life as literary devices), and the narrative con-
tent of its stories were considered topoi, the product of pure rhetoric, and never taken se-
riously.16 Without thoroughgoing analysis of the preface, its immediate meaning—viz. the
licitness of depiction—and rationale—a justification for depiction and explanation of Safavid
art in the present—came across to some scholars as somewhat flimsy, perhaps even as anach-
ronistic. One of the objectives here is to explain the construction of meanings and the lay-
ers of reference at work in the preface and to show how Dust Muhammad reinflected spe-
cific metaphors and stories current in other written sources.

Yet another point is important to make despite the fact that it does not involve an ex-
plicit criticism in the scholarship. It concerns the role performed by these stories and
anecdotes in the prefaces that come across as mythical and legendary17 when measured
against the standards of modern historical writing, whose beginnings can be located in late-
eighteenth-century Europe and which define our response to pre-modern historical forma-
tions.18 To explore this subject a detailed study of Persian historiography—at present sorely
lacking for the later periods19—would be required, but one would do well to begin with

16 For a review of this fate of metaphor, tropes, and figural language, see Paul de Man “The Epistemology
of Metaphor,” in On Metaphor, ed. Sheldon Sacks (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1978),
pp. 11–28. Meisami has shown the power of the trope in Persian literature and how the metaphor transcends
itself by becoming allegory, a powerful device for human comprehension (Medieval Persian Court Poetry, p. 38).

17 For example, Porter speaks of “a mythology of the Persian painter that begins with Adam, continues
with Mani, and includes even #Ali b. Abi Talib” (Yves Porter, “From the ‘Theory of the Two Qalams’ to the
‘Seven Principles of Painting’: Theory, Terminology, and Practice in Persian Classical Painting,” Muqarnas
17 [2000]: 109–18; esp. 110). Some scholars dispute the accuracy of the facts, even in a text like Vasifi’s Bad§"i#
al-vaq§"i#, catagorized as a memoir, because of its figurative language (Pistoso, “A Taste for Ambiguity,” p.
167). Pistoso goes so far as to describe it as a “work of fiction.” Scholars of other art historiographic tradi-
tions encounter similar problems regarding the rhetorical dimension of texts and the role of stories in them.
Barolsky discusses these problems through a study of Vasari’s Lives, referring to Pater’s concept of “historical
verisimilitude.” He concludes that by dismissing such stories we fail “to comprehend the very poetry of his-
torical imagination” and the role of poetry and literature in “the formation of what we might call historical
vision” (Paul Barolsky, “Vasari and the Historical Imagination,” Word and Image 15, 3 [July–Sept. 1999]: 286–
91). Baxandall (“Doing Justice to Vasari,” p. 111) makes an insightful remark that uncovers one of the differ-
ences of practice between the modern art historian and a writer such as Vasari: “. . . of course, we are too
shy to use many of Vasari’s tricks: one really cannot operate with critico-mythic anecdotes and moralistic
tangents nowadays and keep one’s job. The point, I think, is rather that such things direct us to some areas
of artistic meaning that we are neglecting to address at all.”

18 The nineteenth-century development can be understood as an attempt to come to grips with the liter-
ary and rhetorical dimensions of historical writing, a debate located in Aristotle’s Poetics. Aristotle grouped
history under rhetoric without prescribing particular methods or criteria for the historian. For the survival of
classical rhetoric into the Middle Ages, see Partner, “The New Corfinicius,” esp. pp. 9–10. In the nineteenth
century “history came to be set over fiction” and the “dream of a historical discourse that would consist of
nothing but factually accurate statements about a realm of events which were observable in principle” came
to pass (Hayden White, “Fictions of Factual Representation,” in The Literature of Fact: Selected Papers from the
English Institute, ed. Angus Fletcher [New York: Columbia University Press, 1976], pp. 21–44, esp. p. 25). A
breathtaking study of changes in historical writing and theory during the nineteenth century is also by Hayden
White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1973).

19 The same cannot be said of Arabic sources, where the study of historiography has produced such land-
marks as Rosenthal, A History of Muslim Historiography; and recent refinements, for example, Khalidi, Arabic
Historical Thought in the Classical Period, and Tayyeb El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography: H§rån al-RashÊd
and the Narrative of the #Abb§sid Caliphate (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999). The systematic study
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Mirkhvand’s universal history Rawîat al-ßaf§" which moves seamlessly from the dawn of
creation to the late fifteenth century. In composing his history, Mirkhvand applied rigor-
ous standards to his sources in order to determine their veracity. In the preface he writes:

If, however, some foolish opponent, taking into account the repetitions and amplifications which
sometimes occur in the noble proofs and eloquent style of this science, should assert that his-
tory, for the most part, consists of fictions {muftaray§t}, contradictions {mawîå#§t}, and ancient
romances {as§ãÊr}, and is therefore unworthy of attention; besides, that discrimination becomes
almost impossible when truth {ßidq} and falsehood {kizb}, rubbish and pearls, right {ßav§b}
and wrong {khaã§"} are mixed up together, so that consequently no advantage can be con-
nected with the study; such doubts may be removed in the following manner.20

Mirkhvand explains that past writers were concerned to “record truths and not falsehoods”;21

he then outlines a list of qualities required for the historian, and ends with Arab and Per-
sian historians and traditionists whose works he consulted. He also notes that the KalÊla wa

Dimna, Ibn al-Muqaffa#’s book of didactic tales centered on the actions of two jackals (named
Kalila and Dimna), was a work of “invention and imagination, yet the authors and read-
ers, although none of the stories recorded had ever occurred, firmly believe them to be
pregnant with incalculable benefits and advantages.”22 Thus, Mirkhvand distinguishes not
only truth from falsehood but also fact from fiction.

Before his explication of method, Mirkhvand describes the numerous advantages (ten
categories in all) of history, including obtaining knowledge about the world and its affairs
through reflection and sensation; distinguishing truth from falsehood; acquiring perfection
through reflection on occurrences; the exemplarity of men’s past actions; and the rewards
of virtuous behavior.23 Clearly many of these benefits could be derived from reading sto-
ries whose actual occurrence was in question, like the didactic KalÊla wa Dimna.

In introducing his “historical” stories and anecdotes, Dust Muhammad refers only ob-
liquely to his sources, identifying none by name, but relying on such phrases as “books of
the great” (kutub-i ak§bir) or “they relate” (§varda and). But there is no reason to suppose
that Dust Muhammad applied a different standard to the selection of his sources; and at
any rate, several of them were culled from Mirkhvand’s history and had already been sub-
jected to the historian’s stringent review. Indeed, some stories were incorporated into mor-
alizing poetic works like Nizami’s Khamsa, a literary vehicle which allowed for a fuller de-
velopment of didactic content, and these are sources to which Dust Muhammad also re-
fers. Although there is no reason to question the factual occurrence of the stories and anec-
dotes—whether they occurred in prehistoric or historical time—it is their moralizing con-
tent that Dust Muhammad emphasizes. A historical dimension locates interest and signifi-
cance in a pattern of events—unique, repeated, or continued—recorded in the preface through

of Persian historiography is a new field of inquiry. See, for example, Julie Scott Meisami, Persian Historiography
to the End of the Twelfth Century (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1999).

20 MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 1:14; trans. in Shea, History of the Kings of Persia, pp. 33–34.
21 A related answer to the problem of verifying events which one did not observe is offered by al-Ghazali.

His notion of taw§tur (lit. recurrence), based the reliability of reports on their repetition by either speech or in
written form. See Bernard Weiss, “Knowledge of the Past: Theory of Taw§tur According to al-Ghaz§lÊ,” Studia
Islamica 61 (1985): 81–106; 89.

22 MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 1:14–15; trans. in Shea, History of the Kings of Persia, p. 35.
23 Ibid., 1:10–13; trans. in Shea, History of the Kings of Persia, pp. 23–31.
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a series of stories. The preface achieves coherence, not at the level of words in sequence,
or even in the stringing together of successive stories, but through metaphorical references
that occur across the preface’s frame, hence a form of coherence through thematic corre-
spondence in which creation and the anagogic dominate.24 Allusions function across a body
of interrelated stories, existing inside the prefatory frame and pointing outside it, each story
referencing the other by substitution and repetition.25

BAYSUNGHUR AND AMIR KHALIL: PATRON AND PAINTER

After sketching a history of painting and illumination from its prophetic beginnings, Dust
Muhammad suspends his biographically structured narrative—an alternation between pa-
trons and artists—in the time of Prince Baysunghur b. Shahrukh b. Timur (1397–1433).
He opens with a description of a manuscript commissioned by Baysunghur for which the
prince enlisted the talent of various practitioners from Tabriz: Sidi Ahmad the artist (naqq§sh),
Khvaja #Ali the painter (mußavvir), and Ustad Qivam al-Din Tabrizi the bookbinder (mujallid).
The book was to follow a specific model, an anthology ( jung) made for the Jalayirid Sultan
Ahmad b. Shaykh Uvays (r. 1382–1420), in its format, size, and the placement of its illus-
trations.26 Two other artists engaged in the book project were the calligrapher Farid al-
Din Ja#far, otherwise known as Ja#far al-Tabrizi, and the painter Amir Khalil who worked
on the anthology’s decoration and painting (tazyÊn va taßvÊr).

Dust Muhammad then moves seamlessly into a statement about Amir Khalil’s achieve-
ment in painting. “At that time,” he was considered without “equal in fortune and alone
and incomparable in his style.”27 Amir Khalil became the focus of Baysunghur’s patron-
age to such a degree that others became jealous. Before returning to the progress of
Baysunghur’s anthology project, a long anecdote about an event at Baysunghur’s court follows
in which Amir Khalil figures prominently. The setting is a garden and the players include
Baysunghur, Amir Khalil, boon companions, attendants, and servants (khuddam va Èushsham

va s§kin§n). Hinting at the intimacy and relaxed protocol of the courtly gathering (majlis),

24 The question of unity/disunity, structure, and formal coherence has preoccupied literary historians of
the Arabic and Persian traditions. Among the studies are Andras Hamori, “Did Medieval Readers Make Sense
of Form?: Notes on a Passage of Al-Isk§fÊ,” in In Quest of an Islamic Humanism: Arabic and Islamic Studies in Memory
of Mohamed al-Nowaihi, ed. A. H. Green (Cairo: AUC Press, 1983), pp. 39–47; Clinton, “Esthetics by Implica-
tion,” pp. 73–96; J. Christoph Bürgel, “‘Speech Is a Ship and Meaning the Sea’: Some Formal Aspects in the
Ghazal Poetry of RåmÊ,” in Poetry and Mysticism in Islam, ed. Amin Banani, Richard Hovannisian, and Georges
Sabagh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 44–69; and Julie Scott Meisami, “Persona and
Generic Conventions in Medieval Persian Lyric,” Comparative Criticism 12 (1990): 125–51.

The self-reinforcing aspect of what Waldman (“Semiotics and Historical Narrative,” pp. 167–88) calls “fictional
narratives” has already been noted though her criticism that Hayden White and others had failed to provide
a “conceptual framework that can relate the internal self-reinforcing structure of language to the objects in
the world to which it seems to refer” is not wholly correct. See White, “Fictions of Factual Representation,”
pp. 21–44.

25 Many of the same forms of interpretation—tropological, anagogical, and allegorical—were prevalent in
the European Middle Ages. See Jesse M. Gellrich, The Idea of the Book in the Middle Ages: Language Theory, My-
thology, and Fiction (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1985), p. 32.

26 qaã# va masãar va mav§îi#-i taßvÊr ba-#aynh§.
27 dar §n vaqt bÊ badal-i zam§na va dar ãarÊq-i khud vaÈÊd va yag§na båd.
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which took place in the evening,28 Amir Khalil came sufficiently close to Baysunghur to
cut the prince’s forehead accidentally. Fearing the consequences, Amir Khalil fled to the
safety of the Chihil Sutun palace. Baysunghur’s first move was to close off all entrances
and exit through the garden to prevent his mother from hearing about the accident. Of
great interest here is Baysunghur’s concern that his mother, Gawhar Shad, would inter-
vene in deciding Amir Khalil’s fate, anticipated to be a decision unfavorable to the painter.

Baysunghur’s next act was to order a search for Amir Khalil; since it was night, torches
and lanterns were lit to aid in his discovery. Before too long it was determined that he had
locked himself in the Chihil Sutun. As yet another sign of Baysunghur’s affection for the
painter, the door was not knocked down, a dramatic act that would probably have terri-
fied the palace’s occupant. Instead Baysunghur came to the palace door, Amir Khalil opened
it and prostrated himself before the prince to beg for his mercy. Words of forgiveness would
not suffice; a ceremony of gift giving was required to reinstate Amir Khalil fully in the
“paradisiacal assembly” (majlis-i bihisht §"Ên). A poem praising Baysunghur as a “manifesta-
tion of God’s clemency and benevolence” (maíhar-i Èilm va luãf-i khud§y) concludes the
anecdote. The section of the text that deals with the Timurid prince, his book project, and
the artistic personality of Amir Khalil is finally brought to a close with Baysunghur’s death.

Continuity of patronage is effected through #Ala" al-Dawla Mirza, Baysunghur’s son, who
brings the anthology to completion.29 #Ala" al-Dawla Mirza calls for the assistance of Khvaja
Ghiyas al-Din Pir Ahmad Zarkub, a painter working in Tabriz. The patronage of a son
who takes on his father’s unfinished projects is paralleled by an artistic one. When the
anthology is finished, Amir Khalil examined those paintings touched up and executed by
Khvaja Ghiyas al-Din Pir Ahmad Zarkub and declares that he will abandon depiction.
Dust Muhammad then inserts a poem that amplifies the meaning of Amir Khalil’s deci-
sion, the old giving way to a new generation:

From a wise man impartiality is best,
the wise man does not assume that boasting by him is good,

So that the portrait of the beloved appears from the invisible world,
like a mirror, the page of the pure heart is best.

(az pÊr-i khirad hamÊsha inß§f khush ast
#§qil na-barad gum§n ki-az vay l§f khush ast

t§ jilva kunad ßårat-i maãlåb zi ghayb

§"Êna ßifat safÈa-yi dil ß§f khush ast)

The second couplet expands upon the first where aspects of the old man’s virtue are pro-
claimed. In the second couplet, the image of the pure heart speaks for the man’s perfected
piety as a surface that can reflect the invisible. The invisible and the visible and the mirror
are recurring themes in Dust Muhammad’s preface.

Before bringing the reader into the latter half of the fifteenth century, and ultimately
into the “modern” period, Dust Muhammad names Ulugh Beg as the next patron of sig-
nificance. He defeated #Ala" al-Dawla Mirza and returned to Samarqand with the entire

28 ki shabÊ dar ßuÈbat-i p§dish§h ba-ãarÊq-i nuddam§ miz§ÈÊ §gh§z kard.
29 That #Ala" al-Dawla continued to support projects begun in his father’s kit§bkh§na is corroborated by an

extant Koran’s colophon in which the calligrapher, Muhammad b. Husam (a.k.a. Shams al-Baysunghuri), notes
that he started to copy the text during the reign of Baysunghur and completed it under #Ala" al-Dawla (Istan-
bul, Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, no. K. 294, fols. 279a–80a).
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staff of the Herat library.30 Despite the capricious fortune brought about by political change,
artistic patronage and production continued.

The long section of text relating the event from Baysunghur’s court—it occupies two
full pages, a lengthy diversion considering that the entire preface is only nineteen—was
surely intended to provide Bahram Mirza with an example from the past. In the early Timurid
court princes rubbed shoulders with artists, some of whom attained the status of boon com-
panion. In the case of Amir Khalil, Baysunghur was lenient, and his choice defied the strict
protocol of what was considered suitable and just conduct, a behavior patrolled by such
figures as his mother Gawhar Shad. By his action, Baysunghur demonstrated his compas-
sion and becomes an ideal model.

The story is a powerful example of the artist’s potential status at court, and one cannot
help but detect Dust Muhammad’s admonitionary tone.31 The story serves the dual func-
tion of illustrating the enlightened patron and the place of artists at the patron’s court, offering
a mirror for the Safavid Prince Bahram Mirza. In this respect, the preface story highlights
the didactic role of the entire album through its collection of works made by practitioners
of high moral fiber. The “historical” calligraphies and paintings made the distant past a
reality for the Safavid audience.

Another kind of prescriptive historical symmetry can be drawn between Baysunghur and
Bahram Mirza through the social practice of courtly gatherings. It is in this category that
Dust Muhammad may have been more explicitly admonitionary. The Safavid sources rarely
mention courtly pastimes, and those hosted by Bahram Mirza hardly at all. The Venetian
envoy Membré, however, not only alludes to numerous evenings spent with Bahram Mirza
feasting and talking, occasions when he was invited to ßuÈbat (company, conversation, also
feast, festivity, party),32 but he recalls one such meeting in detail. Evening gatherings of
talking, eating, and drinking were accompanied by music played on a variety of instru-
ments and by the singing of a handsome young male. Listed at one gathering were ten
men of Bahram Mirza’s age or younger.33 In a second detailed recollection, Membré de-
scribes the seating arrangement and the excessive drinking that took place until after mid-
night. Some men stayed outside in a drunken slumber, and others retreated to the house

30 Dust Muhammad’s remarks have given rise to all kinds of searches through manuscripts to find a Samarqand
school, a pursuit made difficult by the almost complete absence of dated manuscripts, and indications in colophons
that manuscripts were copied in Samarqand. A summary of the problem is presented by Robinson, Fifteenth-
Century Persian Painting, chap. 3.

31 By the mid sixteenth century Baysunghur had been completely mythologized as a patron and arbiter of
culture. The official and unofficial sources, which worked together to create this image of Baysunghur, are
discussed by Thomas W. Lentz, “Painting at Herat under Baysunghur ibn Shah Rukh,” Ph.D. diss., Harvard
University, 1985, chap. 1. When Dust Muhammad composed the preface he had a variety of these stories at
his disposal; Mirkhvand’s history, Rawîat al-ßaf§", contains numerous examples. One is the famous story of
the calligrapher Mawlana Ma#ruf who was supplied paper by Baysunghur but failed to complete the task of
copying only to return the blank sheets a year later. Mawlana Ma#ruf was later implicated in Ahmad Lur’s
attempt to assassinate Shahrukh and ultimately imprisoned after several aborted trips to the gallows (MÊrkhv§nd,
Rawîat al-ßaf§", 6:692). The same story is told by Khv§ndamÊr, \abÊb al-siyar, 3:615–17. This story could have
been used by Dust Muhammad to illustrate one of the low points in the relationship between practitioner
and patron, but such a theme would hardly have served his purposes or the preface’s focus on praise and
laudable actions.

32 Membré, Mission to the Lord Sophy of Persia, trans. Morton, p. 39; for the term ßuÈbat, see ibid., p. 96.
33 Ibid., p. 39.
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of Naranji Sultan.34 Bahram Mirza’s support of literati and artists was sufficient35 and needed
no encouragement from Dust Muhammad—Bahram Mirza was a patron de facto and the
implicit comparison to Baysunghur massaged Bahram’s ego. However, his conduct may
have shown room for improvement.

Dust Muhammad also embeds a notion of bookmaking procedures during the Timurid
period into his story. Baysunghur orders artists under his charge to create a new book fol-
lowing the model of Sultan Ahmad’s anthology ( jung) in size, format, and choice of sub-
jects for illustration. Here Dust Muhammad observes the close aesthetic and formal con-
nections between discrete objects and the creative principle of referencing models from the
tradition of the arts of the book. Another aspect to the process involved the continuation
of incomplete books, Baysunghur’s anthology being the example offered in Dust Muhammad’s
preface. In fact, the idea is consistent with the physical evidence of several books that were
completed under a series of patrons and artists.36 Moreover, the visual continuity between
Jalayirid and Timurid manuscripts stressed in modern literature on Persianate painting is
confirmed by Dust Muhammad’s story about the anthology made for Baysunghur after
Sultan Ahmad’s model.

In summary, the Baysunghur and Amir Khalil story provides several examples of sym-
metry between past and present, between courtly patronage and practices, the prince’s just
behavior, and the artist’s status, while all the time arguing for continuity, that these cul-
tural standards be upheld and furthered. The anecdote is a form of temporal ricorso, or
recurring patterns in courtly practice, which uses history for the purpose of exemplarity.37

THE CHEST OF WITNESSING

Dust Muhammad begins a subsection of the preface, called “Introduction to Depictors and
Limners of the Past,”38 with the invention of depiction, and in so doing establishes the con-
nection between the decoration of Korans (zÊnat-i maß§Èif ) and design and drawing. Stat-
ing that #Ali b. Abi Talib was the first person to embellish Korans with design39 and illu-
mination (ba-naqsh va tazhÊb-i zÊnat), Dust Muhammad assimilates a line-based process (ãarÈ

34 Ibid.
35 References to the artists’ status at the Safavid court, and of Shah Tahmasp’s treatment of them in par-

ticular, are provided in chap. 2.
36 See for example, TanÌndÌ, “Additions to Illustrated Manuscripts,” pp. 147–68.
37 Emphasis should be given here to cyclicality as recurring patterns in historical time and not of history

itself; history had its beginnings in Creation and will end on the Day of Judgment. The point is made by
Meisami, Persian Historiography, p. 11. On the exemplarity of history—which Meisami has defined as an “ana-
logical method” which “treats events in the past as paradigmatic instances of recurrent situations which throw
light on the present”—see Julie Scott Meisami, “The Past in the Service of the Present: Two Views of His-
tory in Medieval Persia,” Poetics Today 14, 2 (Summer 1993): 247–75; 270. For exemplarity in later periods,
see John D. Lyons, Exemplum: The Rhetoric of Example in Early Modern France and Italy (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1989); and Hampton, Writing from History, esp. chap. 1. Hampton observes, “For Renaissance human-
ism, idealism is structured historically, present action and the formation of the self take shape through con-
stant glances to the past” (ibid., p. 10). The very same process occurs in the Perso-Islamicate context.

38 muqadimma-yi naqq§sh§n va muzahhib§n-i m§îÊ.
39 Dust Muhammad’s use of the term naqsh to describe #Ali b. Abi Talib’s process is ambiguous. Naqsh can

mean “painting,” but this makes no sense in the context of a Koran. He probably meant “design.”
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va raqam)40 to writing, the cause of the relationship being the instrument itself, the pen, the
best thing that God had made. By doing so he gives sanction to other masters of the “noble
craft” ( fann-i sharÊf ). According to Dust Muhammad, some pages decorated by #Ali b. Abi
Talib survived to his day and the term given to #Ali’s decorative elements was isl§mÊ. The
sequence of the preface’s separate sections underscores the conceptual and processual
connections between calligraphy and drawing (the armature of painting),41 and it main-
tains the hierarchical relationship between calligraphy and depiction, with calligraphy re-
maining the most prestigious of the visual arts.

Immediately after the reference to the embellishment of Korans, Dust Muhammad re-
lates a long story about the Chest of Witnessing, a chest containing portraits of the prophets
who came after Adam; both the container and its contents were made by God. Dust
Muhammad ultimately connects the chest of portraits to the invention of portraiture by
the prophet Daniel through the chest’s sequence of ownership.42 He introduces the story
by citing his source as the “writings of the great.” The source is, in fact, the Timurid his-
torian Muhammad b. Khvandshah b. Mahmud (known as Mirkhvand), specifically his Rawîat

al-ßaf§" (Garden of Purity), completed before 1498.43 Mirkhvand identifies his source as a

40 The term “design” (ãarÈ) also has the sense of a foundation, of a compositional component, and deline-
ation (raqam) or the act of inscribing. Both processual aspects have obvious kinships to writing.

41 For a longer discussion, see David J. Roxburgh, “The Pen of Depiction: Drawing in 15th- and 16th-
Century Iran,” Harvard University Art Museums Bulletin 8, 1 (in press).

42 Other sources are more hesitant in ascribing prophethood to Daniel. Sometimes he is regarded as a
prophet (although he is not mentioned in the Koran) or as an inspired man. See EI2, s.v. “D§niy§l” (G. Vajda).
In al-Kisa"i’s Qißaß al-anbiy§", three Daniels are mentioned: Daniel, known as Og, son of Anak and Cain; Daniel
the Wise, a contemporary of Nebuchadnezzar; and a prophet named Daniel who lived after the death of Solomon.
See Wheeler M. Thackston, trans., The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa"i (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1978), pp.
251 and 320.

43 The full title of Mirkhvand’s history is Rawîat al-ßaf§" fÊ sÊrat al-anbiy§" va al-mulåk va al-khulaf§". He did
not complete it by the time of his death on 2 Zu’l-Qa#da 903 (22 June 1498). The seventh volume, a history
of the last Timurid ruler Sultan Husayn Mirza and his sons up to 1522–23, and the epilogue (kh§tima), were
completed by Mirkhvand’s grandson Khvandamir. For a summary of Mirkhvand’s life and his history, see
EI2, s.v. “MÊrkhw§nd” (A. Beveridge [Beatrice Forbes Manz]). Mirkhvand’s text is longer and describes the
chest as being large, made of wood, and gilded (ßandåqÊ buzurg az chåb va muzahhab). He lists a sequence of
prophet portraits (Adam, Nuh, Ibrahim, Muhammad, Musa, Ishaq, Ya#qub, Isma#il, Da"ud, Sulayman, and
#Isa) that had been painted on black and white silks, and he also describes their colors and features, and con-
cludes by explaining a sequence of ownership that Dust Muhammad follows exactly. For text, see MÊrkhv§nd,
Rawîat al-ßaf§", 2:55–59.

An earlier related version of the story is found in al-Akhb§r al-ãiw§l by Dinawari (d. 965). The story is re-
lated by #Abd Allah b. al-Samit who was ordered by Abu Bakr al-Siddiq to visit Constantinople during the
reign of Decinus. During an audience the emperor produced a receptacle (#atÊda) that contained many com-
partments (buyåt kathÊra), each one with a small door (b§b ßaghÊr). The emperor withdrew a dark-colored cloth/
scrap of paper (khirqa sawd§") from each compartment; portraits of the prophets were depicted on each piece
(Adam, Nuh, Muhammad, Ibrahim, Musa, Da"ud, Sulayman, #Isa). Alexander had owned the receptacle, and
it was passed on to other kings until the Byzantine emperor acquired it (AbÊ \anÊfa b. D§"åd al-DÊnawarÊ, al-
Akhb§r al-ãiw§l, ed. #Umar Faråq al-•abb§# [Beirut: SharÊkat D§r al-Arq§m, 1995], pp. 22–23). I would like
to thank Nasser Rabbat for informing me about this source.

Still another version of the story appears in #Ar§"is al-maj§lis fÊ qißaß al-anbiy§" of Tha#labi (d. 1036). For an
edition, see AÈmad b. MuÈammad Tha#labÊ, Kit§b Qißaß al-anbiy§" al-musamm§ bi’l-#ar§"is (Cairo: al-Maktaba
al-#Al§mÊya, 1929), pp. 177–79. For an analysis of Tha#labi’s book, see T. Nagel, Die Qißaß al-anbiy§": Ein Beitrag
zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte (Bonn, 1967), pp. 80–102. In Tha#labi, God sends down a box (t§båt) from heaven
to Adam. It contained portraits of the prophets among Adam’s offspring (ßuwar al-anbiy§" min awl§dihi). The
box contained a number of compartments equal to the messengers among them (wa fÊhi buyåt bi-#adad al-rusul
minhum) and the last compartment contained a portrait of Muhammad. The children of Adam inherited the
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tradition of Hisham b. Abi al-#Ass, who reported that he and one of the Quraysh had been
sent to Byzantium at the request of Siddiq (i.e., the first caliph Abu Bakr), to meet with
the Roman emperor Herakleios (575–641; r. 610–41)44 on a mission to spread Islam.

Dust Muhammad prefaces the story, “Although the masters of depiction are ashamed
before the manifest of Muslim law, nevertheless what is learned from the books of the great
is that the beginnings of this craft can be traced back to his lordship the prophet Dan-
iel,”45 and then proceeds to set it up in the same way as Mirkhvand. After Muhammad’s
death, some of his companions travel to Byzantium where they are granted an audience
with the emperor Herakleios.46 During their meeting, the emperor brings a chest before
the assembled company from which he withdraws a portrait (ßårat) of Adam. Herakleios
then continues showing them portrait after portrait until the last one, depicting the Prophet
Muhammad, moves the companions to tears, so close is it to the prophet’s likeness. Seek-
ing an explanation from the emperor about how this collection of portraits had come to
exist, Herakleios explained that Adam asked God to show him the prophets among his
progeny.47 God’s response was to create the Chest of Witnessing—so-called because it came
in evidence—containing several thousand compartments, each one of them holding a prophet’s
portrait. Dust Muhammad concludes by explaining its sequence of ownership; Alexander
(Zu’l-Qarnayn)48 took the chest from Adam’s treasury in the land of the west,49 and then it

box until Ishaq. Then it passed to Kedar (written Qayz§r), son of Ishmael, who was told that only prophets
could open the box. Kedar carried it to Canaan where he met with Ya#qub. He gave the box to Ya#qub and
ultimately it passed to Moses who put the Torah in it. Tha#labi sketches out other owners and uses of the box
until the time when angels carried it away to a place between heaven (al-sam§") and earth (al-#ar·).

44 Also Heraclius; P. Harqul; Ar. Hiraql.
45 va agar chi arb§b-i taßvÊr r§ ba-í§hir-i shar# sar-i khij§lat dar pÊsh ast amm§ anchi az kutub-i ak§bir mustaf§d mÊ-

gardad ma§l-i Ên k§r muntah§ ba-Èaîrat-i d§niy§l-i payghambar mÊ-shåd.
46 In Mirkhvand’s text the companions travel first to Damascus and then to “Caesar’s capital” (ba-d§r al-

mulk-i qayßar), possibly a reference to Constantinople (MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 2:55). The references to
Damascus and “Caesar’s capital” perhaps derive from historical events, namely, the Byzantine loss of Da-
mascus to the Arab armies, dated by Tabari to the year 14 in Rajab (21 August–19 September 635) (see •abarÊ,
The History of al-•abarÊ, vol. 11, The Challenge to the Empires, trans. Khalid Yahya Blankinship [Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1993], p. 161). Herakleios returned to Constantinople from al-Ruha" in either
15 (636–37) or 16 (637–38) (see •abarÊ, The History of al-•abarÊ, vol. 12, The Battle of al-Q§disiyyah and the Con-
quest of Syria and Palestine, trans. Yohann Friedmann [Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992], pp.
181–82). Theophanes’ chronicle mentions the same events. He dates Herakleios’s entry into Jerusalem to 628–
29 when the emperor restores the “precious and lifegiving wood,” presumably the True Cross; in 633–34, he
removes the “precious wood” from Jerusalem and sends it to Constantinople; in 634–35, the Saracens take
Damascus; and in 640–41, Herakleios dies. See Theophanes, The Chronicle of Theophanes: An English Translation
of Anni Mundi 6095–6305 (A.D. 602–813), introduction and notes by Harry Turtledove (Philadelphia: Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), pp. 30, 37, 38, and 40.

47 Harqul guft ki Èaîrat-i Adam-i ßafÊ az k§rg§h-i bÊ-niy§z istid#§-yi liq§"-yi anbÊy§"-yi awl§d-i khud namåd ban§b§r§n
istid#§ kh§liq-i ashy§" ßandåqÊ firist§d mushtamil bar chand hiz§r kh§na va dar har kh§na-yi §n ÈarÊr p§ra ßårat-i yakÊ az
anbiy§" nish§na va chun §n ßandåq ba-shah§dat §mad §nr§ ßandåq al-shah§da mÊ-guftand.

48 Some commentators of the Koran identify Zu’l-Qarnayn (“the two-horned”) with Alexander of Macedon
and others with earlier kings. On the problems associated with the identification, see Anonymous, Iskandarnama:
A Persian Medieval Alexander-Romance, trans. Minoo S. Southgate, Persian Heritage Series 31, ed. Ehsan Yarshater
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1987), app. 3, “Dhul-Qarnain and Alexander,” pp. 196–98; Rachel
Milstein, Karin Rührdanz, and Barbara Schmitz, Stories of the Prophets: Illustrated Manuscripts of Qißaß al-Anbiy§"
(Costa Mesa, Calif.: Mazda, 1999), p. 148; and Al-Qur"§n, a contemporary translation by Ahmed #Ali (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1984), p. 259, n. 2.

49 The location of the chest is associated with the legend of Alexander’s journey to the place where the
sun sets (or the place of darkness); Alexander also made a journey to the place where the sun rises. The two
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passed to Daniel who made copies of the portraits with his miraculous brush/pen.50 Dan-
iel’s copies were those owned by the Byzantine emperor.51

One aspect of the story is conversion, a theme of the role or value of images that is picked
up again in Dust Muhammad’s relation of the story about the false prophet Mani’s painted
silk, the Artangi Tablet. In Byzantium, the emperor Herakleios participates in an exercise
that proves the validity of Islam, for the sequence of portraits ends with Muhammad, the
seal of the prophets.52 The painted portraits on silk, made by God at the beginning of creation,
constituted a visual genealogy of prophethood, tracing its lineage from the first man to
Muhammad. The sequence of images made by God showed His preordainment of Islam’s
succession to the Jewish and Christian religions. The Prophet Muhammad’s companions
act as witnesses, their responses to the painted image confirming its accurate depiction of
Muhammad, and hence, his prophetic office and the mission of Islam.

More problematic from the standpoint of hermeneutics is the potential significance of
the Chest of Witnessing as a relic and whether such a reading would have occurred to a
Safavid audience—after all, Dust Muhammad identifies the chest by the term reserved in
Mirkhvand for the Ark of the Covenant, also a container of revealed truth. It is not insig-
nificant that (in Dust Muhammad’s telling of the story) the chest begins in limbo, recov-
ered by Alexander from Adam’s treasury in the extreme western reaches of his travels.
Alexander is also renowned for his quest for the Holy Grail and for being a destroyer of
idols who helped to restore monotheism.53 His various missions are outlined in Nizami’s
Iqb§l-n§ma, one of two poems treating the deeds of Alexander by the poet in the Khamsa. In
Dust Muhammad’s preface, Daniel then acquires the chest from Alexander and he makes
copies of the portraits on silk. As a relic made by God and owned by prophets and kings,
the chest somehow ends up in Byzantine Constantinople, where it is preserved. Its full sig-

journeys are usually mentioned in histories which include accounts of Alexander’s life and journeys. The ur-
source is the Koran which mentions the journey of Alexander (Zu’l-Qarnayn) to the rising and setting places
of the sun (Koran 18:83–101). Such stories were elaborated in the Qißaß al-anbiy§". The rationale for Alexan-
der’s journeys to the far east and west is explained in some sources as having the objective of destroying pa-
gan temples (see Milstein, Rührdanz, and Schmitz, Stories of the Prophets, p. 148). The Alexander in Nizami’s
Khamsa, for example, is a destroyer of Zoroastrian fire temples (see Johann Christoph Bürgel, “Conquérant,
Philosophe, et Prophète: L’image d’Alexandre le Grand dans l’épopée de Neíâmi,” in Pand-o Sokhan, ed.
Christophe Balay, Claire Kappler, and ¥iva Vesel [Tehran: Institut Français de Recherche en Iran, 1995],
pp. 65–78, 68).

50 The chronological sequence of Adam, Alexander, and Daniel depends on the identification of Alexan-
der. Given that many Muslim commentators considered Alexander (Zu’l-Qarnayn) to be a contemporary of
Abraham, it is entirely plausible (see •abarÊ, The History of al-•abarÊ, vol. 2, Prophets and Patriarchs, trans. William
M. Brinner [Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987], p. 23, n. 74). But such internal contradic-
tions may have been of no concern to Dust Muhammad.

51 va az §n-zam§n b§z silsila-yi taßvÊr dar taht-i Ên qubba-yi l§jvardÊ dar Èarakat §mad va §n ßårat mis§l ki raqam dÊda-
yi qalam-i Èaîrat D§niy§l båd.

52 Other traditions accord Herakleios a different relationship to Islam and Muhammad’s revelation. In
one tradition, Muhammad writes four letters to the kings of the world and of them Herakleios (Qayßar) is the
only one to embrace Islam (see al-RaghbåzÊ, The Stories of the Prophets. Qißaß al-Anbiy§": An Eastern Turkish Ver-
sion, trans. H. E. Boeschoten, J. O’Kane and M. Vandamme, 2 vols. [Leiden, New York, Cologne: E. J. Brill,
1995], 2:656; and Abå IsÈaq Ibr§hÊm b. Manßår b. Khalaf al-NÊsh§pårÊ, Qißaß al-anbiy§", ed. \abÊb Yaghm§"Ê
[Tehran: Bungah-i Tarjama va Nashr-i Kit§b, 1359/1980], p. 444). Variants of this tradition say that Herakleios
was frightened of his nation. In fact, there was a widespread belief that Herakleios had secretly converted to
Islam.

53 Bürgel, “Conquérant, Philosophe, et Prophète,” p. 72.
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nificance is not understood until the arrival of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad.
Unexplained in the preface is the fate of the original chest and its portraits, presumably in
occultation, as that copy faithfully made by Daniel but lost to Islam performs a crucial
role in Christian Constantinople. Without this primal, God-sanctioned collection of im-
ages, knowledge of the truth and of the validity of image making was lost to Islam.54

Dust Muhammad concludes the Chest of Witnessing story by stating that portraiture had
continued since that time: “Unquestionably depiction is not without noble lineage,55 and
because of this the painter’s mind need not be scratched by the thorn of despair.”56 His
concluding statement alludes to the long-standing interdiction in Muslim religious tradi-
tion against the making of images, specifically against their use as idols.57 The strategic use
of the Chest of Witnessing story, nuanced by Dust Muhammad to lend it a charge slightly
different from Mirkhvand’s version, reveals his concern for making figural depiction licit
by tracing the genre’s prophetic origins to Daniel.58 The origin of the Safavid tradition lay
in the visual shift of Ahmad Musa.

MANI’S ARTANGI TABLET

After the conclusion of the Chest of Witnessing story, Dust Muhammad turns to Mani,
founder of Manichaeism, false prophet and painter of extraordinary skill. Numerous sto-
ries about Mani were in circulation, the principal sources being Nizami’s Khamsa and Sa#di’s

54 The stories included in Dust Muhammad’s preface and many of the wider concepts related to image
and aesthetics have exciting parallels to discourses developed in Christianity, both in Byzantium and the medieval
West. Exploring these cross-cultural/intra-cultural connections extends well beyond the limit of this book,
but one study that would serve as a beginning is Sydney H. Griffith, “Theodore Abå Qurrah’s Arabic Tract
on the Christian Practice of Venerating Images,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 105, 1 (January–March
1985): 53–73. Yet another avenue of inquiry would be to examine the continuity (and transformation) of late
antique stories about images and artists in the early Islamic period, picking up where Franz Rosenthal’s pio-
neering research left off. See Franz Rosenthal, “On Art and Aesthetics in Graeco-Arabic Wisdom Literature,”
in Four Essays on Art and Literature in Islam (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), pp. 1–19. Of equal interest would be an
examination of continuities within the Islamic tradition itself, among the early works of Arabic literature and
through the rise of Persian literature. One well-known story involves a contest between two painters, al-Qasir
and Ibn #Aziz, described by Maqrizi. Several of these stories are mentioned in Arnold, Painting in Islam, chap.
1, but they have not yet been gathered in one place.

55 The term aßl can mean nobility, lineage, an exemplar, and an original copy. In this passage Dust Muhammad
refers to Daniel as the originator of portraiture; in this context the word’s numerous meanings are all signifi-
cant and appropriate.

56 pas taßvÊr nÊz bÊ aßlÊ na-b§shad va kh§ãir-i mußavvir r§ ba-kh§r-i nawmÊdÊ na-khar§shad.
57 The literature on the topic is extensive. For recent scholarship on the early traditions about the mani-

fold aspects of images and a theoretized essay on Islam’s non-use of images (aniconism), see Daan van Reenen,
“The Bilderverbot, a New Survey,” Der Islam 67, 1 (1990): 27–77; and Terry Allen, Five Essays on Islamic Art
(Manchester, Mich.: Solipsist Press, 1988), chap. 2.

58 In Mirkhvand the story is used to show the predestination of Islam through the sequence of portraits—
the presence of Muhammad’s portrait offers visual proof of his coming as God’s last messenger (rasål) and of
the final revelation. The same thread runs through Dust Muhammad’s work, but he emphasizes the prophetic
origins of painting, a point not taken up by Mirkhvand. Rather, Mirkhvand concludes his story of the “prophet
portraits” (ßuvar-i anbiy§") by relating a tradition attributed to Ka#b al-Ahbar (d. ca. 652). On his deathbed,
Abraham ordered either the ark of the covenant (t§båt-i sakÊna) or a chest (ßandåq) brought before him and all
of his children. They looked into the container and saw these compartments equal to the number of prophets
(MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 5:58).
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Gulist§n (Rose Garden, 1258).59 These stories focus on Mani’s consummate painting per-
formances to illustrate his skill. In his Sh§hn§ma, Firdawsi gives a different version from Dust
Muhammad, suggesting that Mani used a system of representation to trick his audience by
its replication of visibilia. Dust Muhammad, drawing again on Mirkhvand’s Rawî§t al-ßaf§",
gives his own reading to one common story—Mani’s Artangi Tablet (lawÈ-i artangÊ).

Dust Muhammad begins by explaining that Mani used his paintings to facilitate his mission.
When potential converts sought a miracle from Mani, the false prophet obliged by enter-
ing a cave with a span of silk where he remained for one year to paint the Artangi Tablet.
When he emerged from the cave he showed the people the silk on which he had painted
humans, animals, trees, birds, and other forms (ins§n va Èayv§n§t va ashj§r va ãuyår va anv§#-i

ashk§l). Dust Muhammad concludes:

Those short-sighted ones, the mirror of whose hearts could not manifest the light of Islam out
of extreme mulishness were deceived by the figures on his plaything, and exhibited his painted
silk, which was known as the Artangi Tablet, as their model of unbelief and perverseness, and
strangest of all they held that that silk was equal to the Picture Gallery of China, which is
famous, for it unites images of all of Creation’s forms.60

Dust Muhammad’s refutation of the silk’s comprehensiveness stems, perhaps, from the passage
in Mirkhvand’s account in which Mani claimed to have ascended to heaven for one year
after being in the cave, and that after his “occultation” he reemerged and asserted that his
silk was proof of his prophesy.61 After all, Muhammad had made a journey to the seven
heavens in his mi #r§j, the subject of the paintings by Ahmad Musa which figure so promi-
nently in the album.

The story about Mani reappears in Firdawsi’s Sh§hn§ma, where Mani introduces himself
as the prophet through painting (ba-ßåratgirÊ guft payghambaram); in Firdawsi’s text he is said
to be a painter (mußavvir) from China. The story recounts Mani’s attempt to convert King
Shapur to his faith; he confuses Shapur to such a degree that the chief priest (måbad) is
called in to interrogate him. The interrogation takes place around a painting that Mani
considers proof (burh§n) of his doctrines.62 After much discussion, the chief priest responds:
“Even if you could make this picture move, is it proper to take the movement as proof?”63

59 Dust Muhammad refers to both texts in the album preface. He refers readers who would like to learn
more about the painters Mani and Shapur to these versified sources.

60 Kutah naíar§nÊ ki mir"§t-i dil-i b§-ghill-i Êsh§n az gh§yat-i kudårat maíhar-i når-i isl§m na-mÊ-tav§n ast båd ba-
ßuvar-i b§zÊcha-yi å firÊfta shudand va ÈarÊr-i mußavvarash r§ ki ba-lawÈ-i artangÊ mawsåm ast sar mashq-i kufr va #in§d
namådand va §n ÈarÊr r§ az kam§l-i ghar§"ib dar bar§bar-i nig§rkh§na-yi chÊn ki mashhår ast ki j§mi#-i jamÊ#-i ßuvar-i mawjåd§t
ast masal mÊ-d§shtand.

61 MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 1:743–44. In Mirkhvand, Mani claims that he brought the tablet from heaven
so that his miracle and manner of religion would be accepted.

62 Of interest here is the central role played by images in the practice and teaching of Mani’s religion and
continued awareness of it through the passage of time. On the didactic function of images in Manichaeism,
see Geo Widengren, Mani and Manichaeism, trans. Charles Kessler (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1961),
pp. 107–11. The Kephalaia, transmitted in Coptic and in Greek translation, claims to record Mani’s doctrines
(ibid., p. 82). One passage referring to images reads: “For the Apostles all, my Brothers, who before me came/
[Did not write down] their wisdom, as I wrote mine/ [Nor did] they paint their wisdom in pictures/ As [I
did paint] mine” (ibid., p. 108).

63 Abå al-Q§sim FirdawsÊ, Sh§hn§ma, ed. MuÈammad DabÊr SÊ§qÊ, 6 vols. (Tehran: KhurshÊdÊ, 1335), 4:1798,
line 605, trans. from Priscilla P. Soucek, “Nií§mÊ on Painters and Painting,” in Islamic Art in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, ed. Richard Ettinghausen (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art), pp. 9–21; esp. 9.
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(gar Ên ßårat karda jumban kunÊ/sazd gar zi jumbanda burh§n kunÊ). In the end, Mani is judged to
be an idolator (ßårat-parast); his skin is flayed, his body stuffed with straw and hung from
the city’s gateway as a warning.64

Dust Muhammad regards Mani’s claim as both unacceptable and dishonest. First, the
claim that Mani did his work in a cave would be bound to cause some consternation. The
Prophet Muhammad received his first revelation from Gabriel in a cave at Mount Hira",
outside Mecca, where he went to perform taÈannuth,65 and during Muhammad’s flight from
Mecca to Medina in 622, he and Abu Bakr sought refuge from their adversaries in a cave.
Caves figure in other Islamic traditions as well for allegorical purposes, including Koranic
chapter 18, “The Cave” (al-Kahf ), which concerns the “Companions of the Cave” (aßÈ§b

al-kahf ).66 Nizami uses a cave in the Haft Paykar (Seven Portraits) to deal with events in
King Bahram Gur’s life.67 In some traditions Daniel is said to have acquired his ability to
prognosticate in the Treasure Cave.68 Abraham’s mother is believed to have hidden her
infant in a cave to preserve him from Nimrod.69 For some, the cave symbolizes a place of
proximity to God, of initiation.70

The various elements of Dust Muhammad’s story are also linked together: the false as-
sociation of the cave with Mani is contrasted with its true association with Muhammad,
which leads us to the eponymous Koranic chapter of which a segment deals with the “Com-
panions of the Cave.” That same Koranic chapter, perhaps the most allegorical in the entire
book of Muslim revelation, contains the longest passage on Alexander (Zu’l-Qarnayn). Because
of its association with Alexander, the sura produces another form of self-referencing in the
preface by invoking the Chest of Witnessing story, the link being Alexander and his travels
to the rising and setting places of the sun.

A second unacceptable aspect is the use of the word lawÈ to refer to the image made by
Mani. The same word is used to refer to the preserved tablet (lawÈ al-maÈfåí), the slate in-
scribed with words that record the events of Creation in their entirety from the beginning
until the last day. This leads to Dust Muhammad’s perplexity when confronted by the con-
tention that Mani’s Artangi Tablet equaled the Picture Gallery of China in its compre-
hensiveness.71 How could Mani’s tablet begin to rival the all-encompassing tablet created

64 FirdawsÊ, Sh§hn§ma, 4:1798, line 616.
65 On this tradition, its interpretation, and the meaning of taÈannuth, see Uri Rubin, The Eye of the Beholder:

The Life of Muhammad as Viewed by the Early Muslims (Princeton: Darwin Press, 1995), p. 106; and M. J. Kister,
“Al-TaÈannuth: An Inquiry into the Meaning of a Term,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 31,
2 (1968): 223–36.

66 Companions of the Cave = Seven Sleepers. On the legend of the Seven Sleepers in Islam and Christi-
anity, see P. Michael Huber, Die Wanderlegende von den Siebenschläfern (Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1910), esp.
pp. 221–310, and 310–44; and Émile Dermenghem, Lounis Mahfoud, et al., “Les sept dormants d’Éphèse
(Ahl al-Kahf) en Islam et en Chrétienté,” Revue des Études Islamiques 23 (1955): 93–106.

67 A list of some of the associations of the cave is provided by Meisami in her introduction to Nií§mÊ GanjavÊ,
The Haft Paykar: A Medieval Persian Romance, trans. Julie Scott Meisami (Oxford and New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1995), p. xxxiii. At the end of his life, Bahram Gur disappears into a cave (ibid., notes to section
52, pp. 257–65).

68 The source is al-Biruni, al-$th§r al-b§qiya #an al-qurån al-khalÊya. For reference, see EI2, s.v. “D§niy§l” (G.
Vajda).

69 RaghbåzÊ, The Stories of the Prophets, p. 94. In al-Kisa"i, it is referred to as the “Cave of Light” and said to
have been the birthplace of Idris and Noah. See al-Kis§"Ê, Tales of the Prophets, p. 137.

70 Meisami notes these symbolic dimensions for the futuvva (Nizami, Haft Paykar, p. xxxiii).
71 The metaphor of the picture gallery of China (nig§rkh§na-yi chÊn/nig§rist§n-i chÊn) is used frequently in
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by God when it could not even match a man-made, terrestrial collection of images?72 In-
deed, the final passage of the sura al-Kahf—conjured up by the symbolism of the cave—
emphasizes the impossibility of matching and comprehending God’s miracle of creation
by using the imagery of writing:

Say: “If the ocean turned to ink
for writing down the colloquy of my Lord,

the ocean itself would be exhausted
ere the words (and wonders) of my Lord come to an end,

even if we brought
another like it for replenishment.”73

The third problematic aspect of the Mani story has to do with the use of the image and
the specific visual mode employed by its painter. Dust Muhammad’s criticism was not only
directed at Mani’s duplicitous representational mode but also at the immorality of his au-
dience which was unprepared to understand his depiction for what it really was—optical-
naturalism. By implying the Sufistic image of the heart polished through piety by invoking
the opposite (“Those short-sighted ones, the mirror of whose hearts could not manifest the
light of Islam out of extreme mulishness”),74 Dust Muhammad refers to modes of depic-
tion and the claims made for images.

Despite his criticisms of Mani, there is room for some praise too. After mentioning Mani’s
Artangi Tablet and a note to the effect that the false prophet went on to China, Dust
Muhammad names another gifted painter, Shapur who appears in Nizami’s Khusraw va

ShÊrÊn.75 Describing Mani and Shapur as peerless, no doubt referring to their technical skill,
Dust Muhammad suggests that readers who want to learn more about the artists consult
the Khamsas, almost certainly a reference to the volumes by Nizami and Amir Khusraw
Dihlavi. Thus, although in his preface he does not mention other stories, to reduce its length
and maintain the preface’s forward movement, he brings into play a wider pool of stories
from the Persian literary tradition by his reference to the Khamsas.

One of the best known stories in Nizami’s Khamsa is in the Iskandar-n§ma (comprising two
books dedicated to Alexander—the Sharaf-n§ma and Iqb§l-n§ma) which concerns Mani’s mission

Persian poetry, also through the phrase but-kh§na-yi farkhar-i chÊn (idol temple of Farkhar in China). Djalal Khaleghi-
Motlagh glosses the metaphor as standing “for any place or town with good-looking inhabitants.” See EIr,
s.v. “Chinese-Iranian Relations. x. China in Medieval Persian Literature” (Djalal Khaleghi-Motlagh), 5:454–
55.

72 One line of investigation would be to determine if the nig§rkh§na-yi chÊn is a reference to an actual place.
The cave paintings at Dunhuang, numbering 492, would be the obvious choice; here there are an unparal-
leled number of images, and it was well known through its location on a branch of the silk route.

73 Koran, 18:109.
74 A detailed explanation of the Sufi concept of the polished heart, specifically through Ibn #Arabi’s writ-

ings, is provided by Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying, chap. 3. Sells writes: “It is at the moment of mystical
union, symbolized by the polished mirror, that . . . His/his image is constituted. The constitution of this im-
age occurs within the heart of the ‘complete human’ (al-ins§n al-k§mil).” For this to occur, the ego-self must
pass away ( fan§" ). By this process, “divine names were actualized as ‘in-stantiations’ through the world that
serves as a mirror for them, and through the human being who serves as a polishing of that mirror. . . . The
real creates the world as its mirror and thus reveals to itself through the polished mirror its mystery” (ibid.,
pp. 66–73).

75 For further details about Shapur and his paintings, see Soucek, “Nií§mÊ on Painters and Painting,” pp.
11 and 15–18.
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to China,76 alluded to by Dust Muhammad when he tails off with the Artangi Tablet story.
On his way to China, where he hopes to gain new converts to his faith, Mani came to a
pool. The Chinese, apprised of Mani’s proselytizing mission, had manufactured the pool
in advance of his coming; it was made of crystal and painted with ripples on its surface
and flowers along its edges. Impatiently, Mani ran toward the pool and threw his pitcher
(kåza) into the water: the pitcher shattered on impact, shards skimming across the pool’s
obdurate surface (likened to stone, sang). A rare illustration to this story depicts Mani hold-
ing his “pen” (kilk) as he contemplates the product of his labor, the depiction of the worm-
infested corpse of a dog (sagÊ murda) on the crystalline surface (fig. 8). Mani’s pictorial re-
joinder to the Chinese trick was designed to negate its effect, preserving other travelers
from a similar fate. Just as Mani duped his audience through his consummate painted per-
formance on the Artangi Tablet, by its depiction of visibilia, the Chinese duped Mani by
exploiting crystal’s inherent optical properties. Mani was fooled at his own game, the re-
flection of things seen in the world—and imitable—on a two-dimensional surface. Mani’s
action was to paint a dog on this surface, responding to a trick on its own terms, offering a
visual illusion of reflection to an optical illusion.

A second story from the Khamsas, Alexander’s judgment between the Greek and Chi-
nese painters, offers yet another interweaving of the Chest of Witnessing and Artangi Tablet
stories in Dust Muhammad’s preface. The sequence of stories in the preface allows him to
oppose two art traditions and modes of representation: the first is given prophetic sanction
through Daniel and is “licit”; the second is by the false prophet Mani and “illicit.”77 Such
a paragone between modes of representation was not unfamiliar to a Persianate audience.

The fifth section of Nizami’s Khamsa, the Iskandar-n§ma, contains the story of Alexander’s
judgment.78 The story involves a contest to settle a dispute between Alexander and the
Emperor of China over the relative excellence of the Greek (RåmÊ) and Chinese (ChÊnÊ) visual
traditions. Teams of painters set to work on the opposite ends of a room after it had been
divided in two by a curtain suspended across its middle (fig. 9). When they had finished,
the curtain dividing the room was removed and Alexander was confronted by two identi-
cal wall paintings, described by Nizami as “two Artangis” (du artangÊ).79 After some mo-
ments of confusion, Alexander ordered the curtain to be replaced. While the Greek paint-
ing remained, the Chinese one vanished only to be replaced by a reflection of the curtain
(chu §mad Èij§bÊ miy§n-i du k§kh/ yakÊ tang-dil shud yakÊ råfar§kh/ raqamh§-yi råmÊ na-shud zi §b va

rang/ bar §"Êna-yi chÊnÊ uft§d zang). The Chinese artists had polished their wall to make a perfect
reflective surface. Alexander’s technique for determining this was empirical. According to
Nizami, Alexander judged the Chinese superior in polishing (mißqal) and the Greeks in painting
(ßåratgarÊ), and concluded “both are an aid to vision” (ki hast az baßar har du r§ y§varÊ).80

As Soucek has noted, Ghazali and Rumi also refer to this story but judge it differently.81

76 For the relevant passage, see Nií§mÊ GanjavÊ, Iskandar-n§ma, ed. Jam§l al-DÊn Abå MuÈammad Ily§s b.
Yåsuf b. ZakkÊ Mu"ayyad (Tehran: Intish§r§t-i Pag§h, 1370/1991–92), pp. 254–55.

77 The term “illicit” is added to Bürgel’s notion of the “licit” in art. See Bürgel, The Feather of Simurgh, esp.
chaps. 3–5, where he speaks of the arts of poetry, music, and painting as “licit” arts.

78 For the relevant passage, see Nií§mÊ, Iskandar-n§ma, pp. 252–54.
79 An exceedingly clever phrasing that refers to one painting as illusory (optically naturalist) as in Mani’s

Artangi Tablet and the reflection as an illusion of an illusion (and hence also like the Artangi Tablet).
80 Soucek, “Nií§mÊ on Painters and Painting,” p. 12.
81 Ibid., p. 14.
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They give precedence to the painters who polished the wall, interpreting their action as a
metaphor for the Sufi whose piety polishes the heart so as to reflect God; the subtext is to
compare the Sufi to members of the ulema, thereby contrasting the superiority of mystical
experience over acquired knowledge.82 What the Alexander and Mani stories from the Khamsa

share is the theme of visual trickery, a distinction between modes of representation that is
also implied in the contrast between the Chest of Witnessing and the Artangi Tablet.

IMAGE, REVELATION, CREATIVITY

The preceding metaphors and allusions in Dust Muhammad’s preface are amphibologous
and seem to counter attempts to derive and then fix a single meaning in the richly tex-
tured preface and album. The stories have a potentially wide range of meanings and their
themes intersect. Such a range of equally viable interpretative “answers” was common in
poetic practice of the day—for example, the trademark of the tuyågh,83 a type of quatrain,
was a multiple pun formed in the end-rhyme by homonymic words. Also belonging to this
genre were poems that could be read simultaneously in several different meters and poems
that contained chronograms. The riddle (mu#amm§) preoccupied poets of the sixteenth cen-
tury. Producing and recovering meanings from texts—and not only poetic forms—was an
intricate process of mental gymnastics and required extensive glossing.84

Dust Muhammad refers to other works of literature in his preface: the Khamsas, where
stories about famous artists (Shapur, Mani) could be found in addition to tales of encoun-
ters with images (Alexander, Bahram Gur).85 And there are still more metatextual allu-
sions at work in the preface, for example, the Koran and the Qißaß al-anbiy§".86 Events in
the lives of pre-Islamic historical figures like Adam, Alexander, Daniel, and the Prophet
Muhammad’s contemporary Herakleios, furthermore, were available in the classical Arab
histories and their Persian translations and continuations. Themes (e.g., revelation, prog-
nostication), places (e.g., caves), and concepts (e.g., licit and illicit image and depictive mode,

82 Ibid. For the contrast between the two forms of knowledge—intellectual knowledge (#ilm) and the “con-
tinually transformative knowing” of the heart (qalb)—and the need for both, see Sells, Mystical Languages of
Unsaying, chap. 4, esp. pp. 91–92.

83 See Subtelny, “The Poetic Circle at the Court of the Timurid Sultan,” p. 74. Other complex poetic
forms that demanded similar interpretation were the enigma (lughz), chronogram (ta"rÊkh), and, of course, the
riddle (mu#amm§).

84 In some literary forms, for example, didactic poetic texts, the glossing was already added. For example,
Rumi often comments on his didactic anecdotes to ensure or direct the correct interpretation. It is also the
case in Sa#di’s Gulist§n and Båst§n where the point of many of the morals at the end of the anecdotes is the
same (personal communication William Hanaway).

85 In the Haft Paykar (of Nizami’s Khamsa), Bahram Gur enters a treasury where a magician has painted
portraits of seven princesses with a likeness of Bahram Gur painted below. An inscription on the wall added
that Bahram Gur would become king and then wed the princesses, “so much was ordained by the stars.”
Nizami’s tale may have been inspired by stories like the Chest of Witnessing, for it too carried associations of
images with prognostication and granted them a proleptic power.

86 The Chest of Witnessing story does not appear in the Qißaß al-anbiy§", and thus far is known only through
Tha#labi’s work. The Qißaß al-anbiy§" composed by al-Kisa"i refers to Adam’s book in several places and says
that it was preserved in the first man’s sarcophagus (t§båt). Abraham opened the sarcophagus and also found
the books of Seth and Enoch and the names of every prophet. See al-Kis§"Ê, Tales of the Prophets, trans. Thackston,
pp. 76 and 294. Subsequent prophets own the sarcophagus, a kind of heirloom, and put it to different uses
(for summary, see ibid., p. xxiv).
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visual trickery) activated a wider set of associations for the preface reader by drawing their
expanded field of knowledge into play.87 Islamic tradition accorded figures like Adam,
Alexander, and Daniel the capacities of prognostication, of restoring monotheism, and of
revelation.

The stories also functioned metaphorically in relation to the album, for it too was a col-
lection of images, albeit contained in a binding. Parallels were drawn between the album
and other kinds of collections—the Chest of Witnessing, the Picture Gallery of China, the
Artangi Tablet—especially in their broad claim to comprehensiveness. But some parallels
were deemed more fitting than others, especially to the Chest of Witnessing. Like the chest,
the Bahram Mirza album contained painted portraits, including depictions of the Prophet
Muhammad—in the numerous illustrations to the Mi#r§j-n§ma by Ahmad Musa—members
of the Safavid royal house and its court (courtiers, musicians, artists, poets, dervishes), as
well as famous rulers (e.g., Sultan Husayn Mirza and Muhammad Shaybani Khan), and
courtiers of the late fifteenth century.88 The genealogical dimension of the Chest of Wit-
nessing—portraits of a line of prophets—was also figured in the album through a peda-
gogical and stylistic history of calligraphy and the arts of depiction.89 By implication, the
album’s visual realm was also morally correct and true, unlike the visual falsehoods perpe-
trated by the skilled Mani. Dust Muhammad suggests a recuperation of Daniel’s image-
making, a lost aesthetic manifest in the personhood of Ahmad Musa and preserved intact
through the transmission of his style since the fourteenth century. The conceit that he
manufactures suggests the culmination of the arts of depiction in the Safavid period, ac-
cording it a place similar to that occupied by Muhammad in the prophetic lineage.

There are still other implications in Dust Muhammad’s section on depiction, best treated
through a series of interconnected themes. But here linearity becomes most irksome, for
the themes are so interwoven as to defy their arrangement in a single order. In this way,
the meaning of the text is paralleled structurally by the arrangement of paintings and drawings
throughout the album; the images are not ordered by any overriding criteria in a linear
fashion but make connections across a divide of folios by such features as the repetition of
subject. The first theme expands the notion of the image as revelatory and concerns the
motif of the mirror as a locus of vision and of image production (the mirror is referred to
in the preface and invoked by Dust Muhammad’s references to well-known stories), in addition
to cultural understandings of creativity. The second theme takes a slightly different turn
by its focus on unmade images brought into existence by God and made images brought
into existence by man and examines the implications of a God-derived aesthetic and its
significance for current definitions of Persianate aesthetics. The third and final theme re-

87 Deriving meanings from Dust Muhammad’s text matches in complexity and range of references a mys-
tical writer such as Ibn #Arabi. On the generic complexity of Ibn #Arabi’s work and the Sufi hermeneutic of
unveiling (kashf ), see Michael A. Sells, “Ibn #Arabi’s Polished Mirror: Perspective Shift and Meaning Event,”
Studia Islamica 67 (1988): 121–50.

88 Another line of interpretation would be to study other stories which appear in primary sources about
collections of images. One well-known reference appears in Mas#udi’s history, Kit§b al-tanbiÈ, where he refers
to a collection of portraits of kings of the Sasanian dynasty that he saw in ca. 915. A noble family of Istakhr
owned the book. For reference, see Arnold, Painting in Islam, p. 82.

89 Another association regarding the leitmotif of genealogy is the genealogy of the Safavid house and its
connection back to the family of the Prophet and to #Ali b. Abi Talib. The genealogy is referred to briefly in
the preface.
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turns to the concept of the preface as a locus for the justification of the arts of depiction
and an argument about the triumph of Safavid art.

THE MIRROR MOTIF

Dust Muhammad does not directly cite Mirkhvand; he leaves his use of Mirkhvand’s his-
tory implicit in his reference to “the books of the great.”90 It is possible to understand his
“books” as referring not only to the nearly contemporary Mirkhvand but also to the much
earlier Arab traditionists, one of whom Mirkhvand names in the introductory section of
his history.91 Related stories that connect the first man to methods or devices for seeing his
offspring are found in Arab literature and, like Mirkhvand, they cite Arab traditionists as
authorities. Moreover, Adam’s prophetic abilities are a recurring theme in Islamic litera-
ture.92

Two interrelated stories along this line are mentioned by Qadi b. al-Zubayr (in Egypt,
1053–71) in his encyclopedic Kit§b al-had§y§ wa al-tuÈaf (Book of Gifts and Rarities).93 The
first relates to a set of gifts—the main subject of Qadi b. al-Zubayr’s work—among which
was a fragment (qiã #a) of a mirror. The text is attributed to al-Waqidi (d. 823) from the
FutåÈ bil§d al-Sind (Conquests of Sind) and reads:94

Learned people say that Allah—the Powerful and Glorious—sent it [the mirror] down to Adam
when his offspring multiplied and spread over the earth. Adam would look into it to see whomever
he wanted in his present condition, good or bad. #Abd-All§h b. Saww§r sent the fragment to
Mu#§wiyah, with whom it remained as long as he lived. Then it came into the possession of
the Umayyad kings and stayed in their treasury until the time of the Abbasids, who acquired
it along with whatever [else] they had taken from [the Umayyad] wealth.95

Qadi b. al-Zubayr follows this text by citing a story related to that of al-Waqidi but trans-
mitted by #Umar b. Shabba al-Numayri (d. 877).96 #Umar b. Shabba said:

90 amm§ §nchi az kutub-i ak§bir mustaf§d mÊ-gardad.
91 Mirkhvand’s preface to the Rawîat al-ßaf§" includes a long list of Arab and Persian historians and other

authors whose works he consulted in the preparation of his universal history. He names Waqidi, Tabari, Tha#labi,
Dinawari, and Ibn Kathir among others. See MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 1:13–23; trans. in Shea, History of
the Kings of Persia, pp. 40–43 and pp. 23–40.

92 Daniel’s association with the Chest of Witnessing story is important and to be expected given that in
Muslim legend he is “a revealer of the future and eschatological mysteries” (see EI2, s.v. “D§niy§l” [G. Vajda]).
Associations of Daniel in an Islamic setting derive from the Jewish tradition, particularly the stories and vi-
sions of Daniel recorded in the Book of Daniel, the twelfth book in the Hagiographa of the Hebrew Bible. I have
not yet been able to find any references to Daniel as a painter.

93 Q§·Ê b. al-Zubayr, Kit§b al-had§y§ wa al-tuÈaf. For English trans. and commentary, see QaddåmÊ, Book of
Gifts and Rarities. For a discussion of author and aspects of his manuscript, see ibid., pp. 3–34.

94 Abu #Ali Muhammad b. #Umar b. al-Waqidi was born in 747 in Medina and died in 823 in Baghdad.
For a list of the books that he wrote, see Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, 9 vols. (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1967), 1:294–97. Sezgin places al-Waqidi’s works in the section dealing with biographies of the Prophet.

95 Trans. QaddåmÊ, Book of Gifts and Rarities, pp. 174–75, no. 202. This gift story is included in Qadi b. al-
Zubayr’s fifth chapter titled “B§b al-ghar§"ib al-mawjåd§t wa al-dhakh§"ir al-maßån§t” (Chapter on Exotic
Objects and Safeguarded Treasures).

96 Abu Zayd #Umar b. Shabba b. #Abida b. Rayta al-Numayri was born in 789 in Basra and died in 877 in
Samarra. He was a historian and traditionist. For a list of his works, see Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums,
1:345–46.
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#^s§ b. #Abd-All§h told me: My uncle #Abd-All§h b. #Umar told me that #AlÊ—peace be upon
him—said, “When Adam was brought down from Paradise, Allah raised him to the top of
[Mount] Abå Qubays and [gradually] lifted the whole for him until he could see it. Then He
said [to him], ‘All this belongs to you and your children.’ Adam said, ‘O Lord, how may I
know what is in it?’ So He created the stars for him, and said ‘If you see such and such a star,
it means so and so.’” My uncle, [#Abd-All§h b. #Umar] said, “Thus Adam used to know such
things by means of the stars. Then that became too difficult for him; accordingly he complained
about al-Mad§"in to his Lord. So He sent him a mirror (mir"§t) from heaven through which he
could see whatever he wished on earth. When Adam died, a devil called Faqtash sought out
the mirror, broke it, and built over it a city in the east, called J§burq (Jablaqa).97

The story did not end there. Solomon, son of David, ordered the devil Faqtash to retrieve
the fragments of the mirror that he had broken. Solomon reassembled it “piece by piece
and strengthened it on all sides with a leather band (sayr). Then he looked into it and saw
whatever he wanted.”98 After Solomon died, more devils stole it away. The Israelites in-
herited a fragment that was left behind, it ultimately reached the exilarch of the Jews, and
then was given to the Umayyad caliph Marwan b. Muhammad b. Marwan (r. 744–50).
He threw it away, and it was taken by a slave girl. When the Abbasid Abu Ja#far al-Mansur
(r. 754–75) became caliph, the mirror was sought out and found and kept in the caliph’s
treasury for a long time before it was lost.

The traditions transmitted by al-Waqidi and #Umar b. Shabba al-Numayri are related
to that of Hisham b. Abi al-#Ass, the latter cited by Mirkhvand. Although it is not possible
to demonstrate conclusively Dust Muhammad’s knowledge of a specific Arab traditionist
or tradition—he rests content with Mirkhvand and his authoritative historical method as
it is attested in Mirkhvand’s preface—it would not be a stretch to posit an awareness of
the historical lore transmitted through Arab historiographers and indicated by Mirkhvand.
Al-Waqidi’s and #Umar b. Shabbah al-Numayri’s stories both involve mirrors, a device used
by Adam to “see whomever he wanted in his present condition,” and to “see whatever he
wished on earth,” respectively. The Chest of Witnessing performed the same function.

In al-Numayri’s tradition the device of the mirror is preceded by the stars, first used by
Adam as a way of seeing what was in creation through an interpretative technique; ulti-
mately it was a technique too difficult for the first man to perform. In the tradition of Hisham
b. Abi al-#Ass, the mirror as a site for seeing Adam’s progeny is transformed into an im-
mutable, physical container of portraits, and is made more selective by representing only
the prophets descended from Adam. All of these traditions probably derive from a shared
concept, that of Adam’s sadness and of his wish to see his progeny. In Mirkhvand99 and
numerous versions of the Qißaß al-anbiy§", for example, after performing circumambulation
of the Ka#ba in Mecca, Adam falls asleep near Mount Arafat; he awakens to find all his

97 QaddåmÊ, Book of Gifts and Rarities, p. 175, no. 203. The tradition is from the same chapter as the previ-
ous story. “Jablaqa” may be incorrect. According to tradition, Jabalqa was one of two cities joining the mountain
of Qaf.

98 Ibid., p. 175.
99 In an earlier portion of his historical work, Mirkhvand relates another story about the first man. It is a

tradition attributed to #Imad al-Din b. Kathir (d. 1373) from the Bid§ya wa al-nih§ya, in which Adam has gone
to Mecca, performed the circumambulation of the Ka#ba, and then rested at a place called W§di al-nu"m§n
behind Mount Arafat. While asleep, God produced Adam’s entire progeny from his loins and placed them at
Adam’s left and right sides. Those on the left were in darkness while those on the right would see paradise
(MÊrkhv§nd, Rawîat al-ßaf§", 1:31).
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progeny lined up on his right and left sides.100 The source is Koran 7:171. The collection
of portraits in the Chest of Witnessing might also be understood as an extension of Ad-
am’s gift of knowing the names, a knowledge granted to him by God but kept from the
angels.

The Chest of Witnessing story related by Mirkhvand and Dust Muhammad draws ulti-
mately on a series of traditions associated with Adam found in the Koran and its exegeti-
cal literature, developed and transmitted in other texts, and fully developed in histories,
the Qißaß al-anbiy§" stories, and some works of #aj§"ib down to the late fifteenth century.101

Reading the stars and looking into mirrors (mir"§t) were both techniques used in divina-
tion; like Adam, lecanomancers used mirrors to tell the future.102 They would stare fixedly
at a mirror until images and forms that they had wanted to see appeared before them.
The manner of perception originates in them and, according to the fifteenth-century his-
torian Ibn Khaldun, it “operates not by means of vision, but in the psyche.”103 Although it
is impossible to determine if this divinatory practice is alluded to in Dust Muhammad’s
preface, later sections of it refer to the mirror as a site of vision and image production.

The reference appears in Dust Muhammad’s section where he mentions the painters and
artists of the royal library.104 There he describes Bahram Mirza’s j§mkh§na and names Sul-
tan Muhammad the painter. Both references offer another allusive pathway to the mirror
and Chest of Witnessing, in yet another inwardly folding movement of the preface. Deco-
rated with paintings by two Safavid court artists, a j§mkh§na (lit., room with mirrors) is de-
scribed by Dust Muhammad as a “mirror showing the world” (§"Êna-yi gÊtÊ-nam§) whose “mirrors
have broken the beauty and power of the blue-green firmament.”105 The terminology im-
plies a room whose walls are embedded with mirrors and decorated with paintings by Aqa

100 In al-Tabari, Ibn Sa#d, and al-Tha#labi God rubs Adam’s back to make the progeny appear (EI2, s.v.
“$dam” [J. Pedersen]). The story of Adam’s progeny usually focuses on David and his brief life. In Raghbuzi’s
Qißaß al-anbiy§", “God brought forth Adam’s offspring from his spine in human form as small as ants” (Stories
of the Prophets, trans. Boeschoten, O’Kane and Vandamme, p. 27). God then explained to him how they would
find sufficient room on the earth. Raghbuzi also mentions Adam’s offspring in the context of the Day of the
Covenant when Adam sacrifices a portion of his life to augment David’s 60 years (ibid., p. 48).

101 The portraits of the prophets story appears in MuÈammad b. MaÈmåd b. AÈmad •åsÊ’s #Aj§"ib al-makhlåq§t,
ed. Manuchihr Sutåda (Tehran: Bung§h-i Tarjuma va Nashr-i Kit§b, 1345), p. 332. Tusi composed the work
between 1167 and 1178. In his version of the story, Abu Bakr sent the companions to Byzantium and while
they were there the emperor showed them the chest (ßandåq) containing many compartments with silks in them.
Portraits of Adam, Noah, and Muhammad are mentioned, and Daniel is said to have painted/delineated them
(nig§sht). It closes with the emperor’s admission that he believed in the images, and presumably Daniel’s pro-
duction of them, but concealed the chest from his army (va man Êm§n §vard-am ba-vay lakin az lashkar-i khud
pinh§n mÊ-dar§m). I thank Oya PancaroÅlu for this reference. More information about Tusi’s book can be found
in Z. Vesel, Les encyclopédies persanes: essais de typologie et de classifications de science (Paris: Éditions Recherche sur
les Civilisations, 1986), pp. 33–34. Tusi’s #aj§"ib contains many references to images, a subject commonly found
in other works of the genre, for example Zakariyya b. Muhammad Qazvini, #Aj§"ib al-buld§n, or $th§r al-bil§d
wa akhb§r al-#ib§d, composed in 661 (1262–63). For an edition, see QazvÊnÊ, $th§r al-bil§d wa akhb§r al-#ib§d
(Beirut: Dar Sadir, 1960).

102 For a brief examination of the philosophical and optical questions posed by the mirror and other is-
sues, see EI2, s.v. “Mir"§t” (Ch. Pellat). For divination using mirrors, see Toufic Fahd, La divination arabe: études
religieuses, sociologiques et folkloriques sur le milieu natif de l’Islam (Paris: Sindbad, 1987), pp. 47, 48, 49, and 406.

103 Ibn Khaldun’s assessment is consistent with the general understanding that what the subject saw in the
mirror was an illusion. See EI2, s.v. “Mir"§t” (Ch. Pellat).

104 zikr-i mußavvir§n va naqq§sh§n-i #aí§m-i kir§m-i zå al-iÈtir§m-i kit§bkh§n§-yi kh§ßsa-yi sharÊfa-yi nav§b-i k§my§b-
i ashraf-i a#l§-yi hum§yån.

105 j§mash rawnaq va qadr-i mÊn§"Ê-yi sipihr r§ shikasta.
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Jalal al-Din Mirak and Mir Musavvir. The room is described as “a heaven ornamented
with stars and a place colorful with the reflections of people.”106 Presumably, the mirrors
embedded in the room’s walls reflected whatever or whoever stood in the room, an optical
phenomenon complicated by the reflections of the wall paintings and no doubt by the small
size of the mirrors’ reflective surfaces.107 The effect must have been awesome, possessing
the power to unite and juxtapose reflections of the living with the painted human figure.
Dust Muhammad achieves yet another cunning metaphorical allusion, this time to Alex-
ander’s dilemma when confronted by a painting and its reflection. The allusion is also signaled
semantically by the choice of gÊtÊ-nam§, the term signifying a world-revealing mirror sup-
posedly owned by Alexander.

Praising the contemporary painter Sultan Muhammad, Dust Muhammad asserts,

By the pen of his fingertips on the tablet of the eye [of vision],
he has drawn another design at every moment.

(ba kilk-i an§mil ba lawÈ-i baßar
kashÊd ast har laÈía ãarÈ-i digar)

His reference, we may surmise, is to a relatively narrow range of visual subjects given slightly
different but significant variation through Sultan Muhammad’s inflections of preestablished
types.108 Hence, the j§mkh§na as a locus of reflection and fracture parallels the creative process
of Sultan Muhammad who stores images in his mind and gives them physical form in the
act of depicting. A set of visual archetypes is multiplied by the subtle changes he makes
between images in a sequence of interrelated types. Such a conception reverberates within
the album proper, also a locus of reflection and multiplication through its contents, a se-
ries of closely interrelated visual types. The aesthetic effect of the albums’ pages, a com-
plex collage of colored papers, pigments and inks that often arranges lines of calligraphy
into gridded and staggered formats creates a further tension between disunity and unity.
Techniques of recontextualization augment the perception of comprehensiveness, a whole
that is greater than the sum of its parts.

Integral to the contemporary Safavid culture was the understanding that by perception
forms were transferred (by intromission)109 to the artists’s humor, which was thought to be
a polished surface.110 In the act of perceiving, the image became impressed on the humor.111

106 asm§nÊ ast muzayyan az anjum va mak§nÊ ast mulavvan az #aks-i mardum.
107 One of the problems in ascertaining the exact material of the j§mkh§na is that nothing like it survives

from the mid sixteenth century. It predates by many years extant dated examples of architecture in which
mirrors are used. And yet the language used by Dust Muhammad does invoke a material with reflective properties.
At this time only small mirrored surfaces would have been available, forcing the inlay of pieces across a wall
surface.

108 It also refers to one of man’s creative powers, the ability to refashion traditional motifs ad infinitum
and, by doing so, to perfect them. The creative process has been modeled for literature. See von Grunebaum,
“Aesthetic Foundation of Arabic Literature,” p. 328.

109 For a summary of the intromission-extromission debate in an Islamic context, see David C. Linberg,
“The Intromission-Extramission Controversy in Islamic Visual Theory: Alkindi Versus Avicenna,” in Studies
in Perception: Interrelations in the History of Philosophy and Science, ed. Peter K. Machamer and Robert G. Turnbull
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1978), pp. 137–59.

110 The process was articulated by Ibn Sina. For references, see Soucek, “Nií§mÊ on Painters and Paint-
ing,” p. 14, and nn. 50–53.

111 In Ibn al-\aytham’s Kit§b al-man§íir (Book of Optics) the form is not comparable to a picture in the
eye. Sabra writes: “Though it may be described as an optical array, a form in Alhazen’s sense is not a picture
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In a second stage, the forms from both eyes were impressed on the composite sense, and
in the third stage they were stored in the memory (khiy§l). In Ibn al-Haytham’s eleventh-
century study of optics, a synthesis of investigations by natural philosophers and mathema-
ticians, the optic nerves relayed “the visual spirit,” or the “bearer of visual impressions,”
between eyes and brain.112 Sense perception of features like color and light were followed
by judgments or inferences in which the visible properties of the object were determined.
Glancing was followed by sustained scrutiny. Ibn al-Haytham counted some twenty-two
properties.113 Thus, for Ibn al-Haytham seeing an object was not merely articulated through
the study of physiological mechanisms (which he develops in book 1 of his optics), but
amounted to a theory of visual perception (developed in book 2) that addressed the psy-
chological dimensions of the perception process. As Sabra has noted, “{Ibn al-Haytham}
insisted on the distinction between sensation and perception.”114 After the forms had been
stored in the memory, they were relayed out of the body during the process of creative
depiction.115 Dust Muhammad’s phraseology refers to these concepts of visual perception
in such phrases as “mirror of the mind,” “tablet of vision,” and the “eye of imagination.”
It is a creative process to which Khvandamir/Amini also refers in the preface to an album
assembled by Bihzad. Discussing the paintings bound into the album, Khvandamir/Amini
writes: “Each figure, a memory from the depths of the artist’s mind copied from the tablet
of his heart to the pages of this book, is a houri who profits the soul.” In the late thirteenth
century, Ibn al-Haytham’s book of optics was translated and expanded with an extensive
commentary by Kamal al-Din al-Farisi (d. ca. 1320) and was the text widely distributed
throughout Iran.116 Such a theory was not challenged until the early seventeenth century,
and then in a European context through experimental evidence.117

There is also another way in which the j§mkh§na can be connected to Sultan Muhammad.
In Dust Muhammad’s encomium to the j§mkh§na, he conveys the sense that it receives and

depicted anywhere in the eye, and should not therefore be mistaken for the image produced in a pin-hole (or
lens) camera, or the impression made by a material eidølon. As a representation of the object, it is perceptible
only after it has been singled out from a multitude of confused rays on the crystalline-surface and transmitted
to the brain; and it is perceptible only to the faculty of sense” (A. I. Sabra, “Sensation and Inference in Alhazen’s
Theory of Visual Perception,” in Studies in Perception: Interrelations in the History of Philosophy and Science, ed. Peter
K. Machamer and Robert G. Turnbull [Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1978], pp. 160–85; esp. 169).
Elsewhere, Sabra augments this definition: “To be sure, Ibn al-Haytham’s forms, including those produced
in the eye, are not merely things of the mind; like the pictures on the paper, they truly exist as physical modi-
fications or properties of parts of the eye. But unlike Kepler’s picturae, they are distinctly visible only to the
mind of the perceiver” (A. I. Sabra, “Form in Ibn al-Haytham’s Theory of Vision,” Zeitschrift für Geschichte der
Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 5 [1989]: 115–40; esp. 129). And later, “The total image of the surface . . . is
therefore an optical analogue or copy . . . and it is this quasi-pictorial form/image . . . that is finally pre-
sented to the brain” (ibid., p. 130).

112 Sabra, “Form in Ibn al-Haytham’s Theory of Vision,” p. 127.
113 A list of these properties is given in Sabra, “Sensation and Inference,” pp. 177–78.
114 Ibid., p. 131.
115 According to Nizami #Aruzi (Chah§r maq§la, “Four Discourses”), the remembered forms were stored in

the anterior portion of the brain. A commentary on Ibn Sina indicates a comparable theory of image stor-
age. For references and texts, see Soucek, “Nií§mÊ on Painters and Painting,” p. 11, and nn. 28 and 29.

116 See A. I. Sabra, The Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, 2 vols. (London: Warburg Institute, University of London,
1989), 2:lxiv–lxxiii. Farisi’s book was titled TanqÊÈ al-man§íir.

117 See Gareth B. Matthews, “A Medieval Theory of Vision,” in Studies in Perception: Interrelations in the His-
tory of Philosophy and Science, ed. Peter K. Machamer and Robert G. Turnbull (Columbus: Ohio State Univer-
sity Press, 1978), pp. 186–99, esp. p. 198.
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does not make images; in other words, it has agency only through reflection.118 He writes,
“Like hearts of the enlightened it gazes with the eye of the heart in every direction, and
like people of insight the pupils of the eyes are amazed and astounded by it.”119 The no-
tion of the heart as a reflective surface is again invoked, but it is the perfected heart of the
pious, and the reflection it gives is not the same as the reflection in Mani’s Artangi Tablet.
The j§mkh§na has the potential to figure the here and the beyond, to put man in a liminal
space between the terrestrial and the extra-terrestrial, a metaphor brought to the fore in
Dust Muhammad’s clear praise of the mirrored and painted room.

References are made to the mirror in Dust Muhammad’s preface. The opposition be-
tween licit and illicit depictive modes, advanced in the contrast between the Chest of Wit-
nessing and the Artangi Tablet, is followed by Dust Muhammad’s praise of Sultan
Muhammad. Here the mirror motif crops up as a metaphor for visual perception just as it
does in Dust Muhammad’s rebuttal of Mani; the potential converts sought a miracle and
were tricked by Mani’s image—they could not see past what the image showed them.120

Here we need to separate the process of visual perception from the visual nature of the
image and the image’s relationship to things in the phenomenal world. Something about
the potential converts’ response was lacking in assessing the ontology of Mani’s Artangi
Tablet. They were incapable of comprehending a reality that lay beyond the realm of sen-
sory perception, a deficiency that confined their vision to the phenomenal world and to
the image that showed it.121 The same flaw could not be ascribed to Alexander: he was
able to distinguish the causes of visual phenomena and did not ascribe any power to the
aesthetic phenomena of the depiction—the depiction’s reflection was its own undoing af-
ter all; just as the depiction was a reflection of the world, so it could be reflected. It gave
itself away.

A contemporary, Mir Sayyid Ahmad, reiterates several of the themes raised by Dust
Muhammad. The first involves the sense of rivalry between art traditions and is given ex-
pression in a poem about the artists of China. They had executed the first image, and their
craving for minuteness became such that they made brushes of single hairs. “When the
cycle of prophethood reached the Ahmad122 /the pen brought other religions to an end.”123

A competition ensued during which #Ali b. Abi Talib drew an isl§mÊ motif (raqam) that as-
tonished (Èayrat) the people of China; “when that prototype came into their hands/ other

118 Soucek observed that in the story of Alexander “active production of images and the passive reception
of visual stimuli are both aspects of artistic creativity” (“Nií§mÊ on Painters and Painting,” p. 12).

119 chun dil-i rawshan-dil§n az dÊda-yi dil ba har su nigar§n va chun mardum§n-i dÊda ba rå-yi §n mardum-i dÊda muta#jjib
va Èayr§n.

120 As in Plato’s parable of the bed summarized by Keuls, “God makes the form of the bed, the carpenter
copies it, the painter copies its appearance.” In other words, the image is doubly removed (Keuls, Plato and
Greek Painting, p. 26). Keuls writes that in Plato’s Republic X, Socrates maintained that “all mimetic acts are a
plague only to those who do not possess an antidote to them in that they know them for what they are” (ibid.,
p. 41).

121 A poetic metaphor, pregnant with meaning, cast by Shah Isma#il some years before is apropos Dust
Muhammad’s text to the “short-sighted in seeing.” Isma#il wrote about himself: “The garden of sanctity has
produced a fruit/ How can it be plucked by a short-handed one?” (see V. Minorsky, “The Poetry of Shah
Isma#il I,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 10 [1940-42]: 1006–53, esp. 1026).

122 Ahmad is one of the names of the Prophet Muhammad. Literally is means “most commendable.” The
reference in the poetry is clearly to the rise of Islam.

123 chu dawr-i nubåvva ba-AÈmad rasÊd/ qalam bar sar-i dÊgar ady§n kashÊd.
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designs became lesser for them” (chu §n aßl uft§d dar dast-ish§n/ bashad naqshh§-yi digar past-

ish§n). Just as a religion had canceled out all previous religions, the “Islamic” aesthetic
abrogated the Chinese aesthetic.124

Mir Sayyid Ahmad next notes the practice of looking at painting and drawing, and ob-
serves the privileged status of some practitioners over others: “The form that shows itself
in the tablet of the artist’s mind does not appear in everyone’s mirror of imagination.”125

It is here that the psychology of vision must be understood to supersede the physiological;
otherwise there would be true equality in seeing and perceiving, and in the creation and
discrimination of images. Mir Sayyid Ahmad, like Dust Muhammad before him, accords
a creative power to select individuals who are more capable of seeing and making the beautiful
and the true.126

This last concept is further developed in a long poem, its theme dominated by the story
of a competition between two artists. One of the king’s artists is likened to Mani. One of
the poem’s hemistiches alludes to the story of the Chinese attempt to trick Mani by polish-
ing the stone. It praises the Mani-like artist thus, “When he drew water on stone/every-
one who saw it broke his pitcher” (bar sang chu naqsh-i §b bastÊ/ har kis dÊdÊ sabå shikastÊ). More
couplets inform us that the artist’s pen possessed life (j§n-i khud-i qalamash) and that “his
depictions were an evil to religion” (ßåratgirÊyash bal§-yi dÊn båd). The king, however, “looked
upon his Mani with one eye” (mÊ-dÊd ba-m§nÊyash b§-yak chashm). Another of the king’s inti-
mates (qarÊn) was similarly “Mani-like in pen” (m§nÊ qalamÊ), and this second artist hated the
first. The second artist “wanted to make a trick/to deceive him with an image” (mÊ-khv§st

ki ÈÊla ba-s§zad/ b§ vay naqshÊ ba-makr b§zad). The second painter, using his imagination (khiy§l),
made an image of the king holding an arrow to the corner of his eye (ba-gåsha-yi chashm) to
remove a bend from the arrow. One had to close one eye in order to do so. The painting
made an allusion to the king’s attitude to the first artist—who he looked upon with one
eye. The painting made a visual pun and it also referred to the image’s deceptive power
by signaling the optical trickery of the bent arrow. Yet another inference is that the first
artist was defective—the king looked upon both artist and arrow with one eye. The poem
ends with praise of the second artist whom the king rewarded with two kingdoms—one
for his skill (hunar), the other for his imagination (khiy§l). The first artist was outdone. Suc-
cess lay not merely in an artist’s skilful performance but in the creative power of his imagi-
nation.

In the perceptual process alluded to by Dust Muhammad and Mir Sayyid Ahmad, there

124 The contemporary Safavid poet #Abdi Beg Shirazi wrote in his Rawîat al-ßifat (1559): “The Islamic brightness
of the Muslims/has made manifest the faults of the Franks” (quoted in Porter, “From the ‘Theory of the Two
Qalams’ to the ‘Seven Principles of Painting’,” p. 113).

125 paykarÊ ki dar lawÈ-i kh§ãir-i naqq§sh chihra mÊ-kush§yad dar §"Êna-yi khiy§l-i har kas råy na-nam§yad.
126 The same distinction is made in Ghazali’s writings on beauty, particularly in the Alchemy of Happiness

where he writes, “He who lacks the inner vision cannot perceive the inner form and he cannot derive pleas-
ure from it, love it and incline toward it. However, he who appreciates the inner values more than the outer
senses, loves the inner values more than the outer ones. There is a great difference between him who loves
the painted picture on the wall on account of the beauty of its outer form and him who loves a prophet on
account of the beauty of his inner form.” Ghazali also outlines the connection between the maker and his
work: “The beautiful work of an author, the beautiful poem of a poet, the beautiful painting of a painter or
the building of an architect reveal also the inner beauty of these men.” Ghazali’s writings on beauty were
compiled selectively by Richard Ettinghausen, “Al-Ghazz§lÊ on Beauty,” in Art and Thought: Issued in Honor of
Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, ed. K. Baratha Iyer (London: Luzac and Co., 1947), pp. 160–65.
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is no confusion between what is seen and what is made. In the process of perceptual scru-
tiny, as articulated by Ibn al-Haytham, the full properties of the object seen are assessed
through “perception by recognition” and not merely through “perception by sensation.”
Relying on the latter can produce visual error. In “perception by recognition,” the per-
ceived quality is fitted “under a certain concept or ‘universal form,’ a cognitive operation
which does not come into play in perception by pure sensation.”127 The creative role ac-
corded to the artist might be understood as the transformation of that which is seen into
an absolute. The physiology of perception results in a reflection formed in the artist’s mind
but one that is then filtered through his unique imaginative faculty in the act of making an
image. Hence, the motif of the mirror, in its numerous appearances in Dust Muhammad’s
preface and in other texts, requires distinction: it can be a site of illusory appearances, a
surface that gives an optical reflection of the world that nearly replicates the effects of sen-
sory experience. The mirror is only an intermediary to true perception, a notion given
expression in perceptual theories; the mirror’s reflections (in the artist) are subjected to change
in the creative process through his imagination.128

This creative formulation is found elsewhere. Sixteenth-century authors are unanimous
in their belief that the tenth-century vizier Ibn Muqla should be credited with the selec-
tion and proportional codification of the six scripts. Dust Muhammad attributes Ibn Muqla’s
invention in calligraphy to a vision he had experienced. #Ali b. Abi Talib came to Ibn Muqla
and instructed him in three of the six scripts. The example is also one of many in which
innate capacities are enhanced through supranatural intervention, usually in the practi-
tioner’s dream state.129 One of the Bahram Mirza album paintings (figs. 10–12) was origi-
nally an illustration to a manuscript of the Three MasnavÊs by the poet Khvaju Kirmani.130

Dust Muhammad included the painting in the album and ascribed it to #Abd al-Hayy. His
selection of this painting over others appears to have been motivated by the belief that
after #Abd al-Hayy’s death “all masters followed his works,”131 which made it a crucial example
in the history of stylistic transmission. When Bahram Mirza owned it, the manuscript was
refurbished, provided with new margins, illuminated headings, and an ex libris. Presum-
ably the painting was removed at that time.

127 Sabra, “Form in Ibn al-Haytham’s Theory of Vision,” p. 138.
128 The same combination—technical skill and ingenium—is found in Renaissance humanist art criticism.

Only certain practitioners possessed ingenium, or inspiration. See Kemp, “From ‘Mimesis’ to Fantasia’,” pp.
384–85. On the limitations that the mirror metaphor implies for creativity, “suspect because it might restrict
representation to mere surface reflections,” see Frederick Burwick, “Reflections in the Mirror: Wordsworth
and Coleridge,” in Reflecting Senses: Perception and Appearances in Literature, Culture, and the Arts, ed. Walter Pape
and Frederick Burwick (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1995), pp. 122–40; esp. p. 123.

129 Dreams could occur in either a sleeping or waking state. For a summary of the different forms of dream,
examples of dreams extracted from a variety of Persian literary sources, and references to studies about oneirocritic
interpretation and oneiromancy, see EIr, s.v. “Dreams and Dream Interpretation, ii. in the Persian Tradi-
tion” (Hossein Ziai). For the role of the visionary dream in Islamic society, see Henry Corbin, “The Vision-
ary Dream in Islamic Spirituality,” in The Dream and Human Societies, ed. G. E. von Grunebaum and Roger
Caillois (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1966), pp. 381–408. Forms and agents of
inspiration in the dream are discussed by Fritz Meier, “Some Aspects of Inspiration by Demons in Islam,” in
ibid., pp. 421–29, esp. pp. 423–28.

130 London, BL Add. 18113. The manuscript is dated 798 (1396) at Baghdad. The scribe was Mir #Ali b.
Ilyas al-Tabrizi al-Bavarchi. One painting bears a painter’s name, Junayd Naqqash al-Sultani. The source of
the album painting in the Three MasnavÊs manuscript was analyzed by Verna R. Prentice, “A Detached Miniature
from the Masnavis of Khwaju Kermani,” Oriental Art 27, 1 (Spring 1981): 60–66.

131 va ba#d az fawt-i Khv§ja hama-yi ust§d§n tattabu#-i k§rh§-yi Êsh§n kardand.
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But why select this painting over one of the other nine illustrations in the Three MasnavÊs?
The answer may be found in the subject of the painting; it shows the book’s author Khvaju
Kirmani lying asleep in his bed being visited by an angel, as a host of other angels wait
outside. When the young poet awakes from his slumber, he finds “a new soul within his
frame,” and the interpretation of the event is that the child will be “a renowned monarch
in the realm of speech, and a poet known throughout the world.”132 A portion of the rel-
evant text embedded in the painting explains in the poet’s voice that the angel “brought a
message to me from the Exalted One.” The painting thus depicted a pivotal moment in
the poet’s life that brought about his artistic perfection. In the album, the biographical moment
is conflated with the artist’s life, and the painting becomes an allegory of a comparable
shift in artistic production.133 As Dust Muhammad wrote, #Abd al-Hayy occupied a criti-
cal role as transmitter, and presumably perfector, of Ahmad Musa’s style.

In the preface, tacit comparisons are made between album and Chest of Witnessing,
Creation, j§mkh§na. Cultural notions of the mirror used by Adam and lecanomancers for
purposes of divination are also to be found in ideas about visual perception and the artist’s
creative act. Dust Muhammad’s ultimate conceit may have been the claim that the album
was a series of mirrored surfaces in which were reflected the invisible, its works done by
specially gifted artists who were capable of unveiling something that remained hidden to
most people. Just as specially gifted and inspired artists create artworks of amazing won-
der, so only men of vision and perception can appreciate these works (hence the album).
This brings us back to the social/performative context of album production and recep-
tion: the “intimates” who are involved in them are, like the painters, a specially privileged
group. Artists, and patrons, and their collective milieu boast of specially endowed powers
of visual perception. Another full circle is the prophetic origin of the practice of depiction
and an aesthetic implication of Dust Muhammad’s story. If Daniel copied the portraits sent
to Adam by God, could one consider them a form of acheiropoeta, duplicates of images not
made by human hands, or what Hans Belting has called “unpainted painted images”?134

Two related elements—concepts of creativity and how the perceptual process is translated
into creative action—are now developed and linked together by the visual and formal ele-
ments of depiction.

GOD AND MAN, UNMADE AND MADE IMAGES, AND THE AESTHETICS OF VISION

Dust Muhammad opens his preface with praise of God’s creation, a commonplace in all
prefaces. God’s creation offered a rich metaphor for the album. Unlike other preface au-
thors, Dust Muhammad more fully integrates the exordium into the preface by connect-
ing its concepts to those developed in the section on the history of depiction. Key among

132 Translations are from Teresa Fitzherbert’s study on Khvaju Kirmani. See Teresa Fitzherbert, “Khw§jå
Kirm§nÊ (689–753/1290–1352): An Éminence Grise of Fourteenth Century Persian Painting,” Iran 29 (1991):
137–51; esp. 139–40. The relevant lines of poetry are missing from the London manuscript but are available
in Khvansari’s edition of the text. For the edition, see ibid., n. 8. The codicological problem is explained in
ibid., n. 40.

133 It is interesting that no attempt was made to claim divine inspiration for an artist through the dream
anecdote. Divine inspiration is frequently claimed for poets and calligraphers, but not explicitly for practi-
tioners of depiction.

134 See Hans Belting, Likeness and Presence: A History of the Image before the Era of Art, trans. Edmund Jephcott
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1994), esp. chap. 4.
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the themes of the exordium is the idea that God first inscribed, or wrote, the events of
creation on the preserved tablet, the lawÈ al-maÈfåí, with pen and ink.135 On the tablet were
recorded, in Dust Muhammad’s words, “the united forms and dispersed models of the
archetypes.”136 Thus, Creation is preceded by a text of words; Creation finds its preexist-
ing analog preserved in heaven. God’s rationale is explained through common Arabic tra-
ditions—for example, that He “was a hidden treasure” that “wanted to be known”—that
Dust Muhammad weaves into his preface. God made “the mirror of creation a locus of
manifestation for names and traces”137 in a process likened to one of unveiling; “He seized
with the fingers of predestination the veil of nothingness from the countenance of being.”138

The world, viz. creation, is a manifestation of the other-worldly, each element of creation
a sign that functions as a relay to its heavenly archetype, pointing toward it but not reveal-
ing it.139

Dust Muhammad then pursues a metaphor of creation in which God is cast as a painter
wielding a pen on the “tablet of existence” (takhta-yi hastÊ; takhta, lit. board, plank, single
sheet of paper). He uses terminology drawn from the arts of the book—pages, scripts, rul-
ings, white, vermilion, black pens, an inkpot—to describe the process, and then, fearing
the implications of such a metaphor, although he has already made it, holds back, asking,
“Praise God! What am I saying?,” and uses a qualification which removes labor or manual
agency from God’s creative process. God speaks creation out of time and in no time.140 By

135 In some narratives of Creation, God is distanced from the act of process. In al-Kisa"i’s Qißaß al-anbiy§",
for example, God orders the pen to write. The Qißaß al-anbiy§" genre is among the richest sources for the crea-
tion narrative.

136 ßuvar-i mu"talif va paykar-i mukhtalif-i a#y§n-r§. According to al-Kisa"i, Azrael (the angel of death) faces to-
ward the preserved tablet —“He gazes on the Preserved Tablet and all creation is depicted before his eyes”
(al-Kis§"Ê, Tales of the Prophets, trans. Thackston, p. 15).

137 §"Êna-yi k§rd§r maíhar-i asm§ va §s§r-i khud s§kht.
138 ba an§mil-i taqdÊr parda-yi #adam az chihra-yi vujåd dar rubåd.
139 Citing the Koranic verse The Cave (al-Kahf ) in particular, Mottahedeh points out the “common Koranic

theme of the world as replete with the signs of God present to make any aware person mindful of God,” and
the distinction between such signs/exemplars (§yat) and wonders (#ajab) (Roy P. Mottahedeh, “#Aj§"ib in The
Thousand and One Nights,” in The Thousand and One Nights in Arabic Literature and Society, ed. Richard G. Hovannisian
and Georges Sabagh [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997], pp. 29–39, esp. 30). The theme is re-
flected in Dust Muhammad’s preface.

140 Koran 2:117, “Creator of the heavens and the earth from nothingness, He has only to say when He
wills a thing, ‘Be!,’ and it is.” An immediate parallel in the Christian tradition can be found in St. Augustine
who wrote that God spoke Creation. Camille interprets this as indicating a “strong phonocentric bias through
which commentators expressed the force of the Logos in human society” (Michael Camille, “Seeing and Reading:
Some Visual Implications of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy,” Art History 8, 1 [March 1985]: 26–49; esp.
30). Another cross-cultural parallel would be to explore concepts of the revealed Word, and how it is or is
not embodied in the two religious traditions. The Christian doctrine of the incarnation was avoided for its
threat to the Muslim dogma of God’s indivisibility (tawÈÊd), one stated most forcefully in Koran 112:1–4, “Say:
‘He is God the one the most unique, God the immanently indispensable. He has begotten no one, and is
begotten of none. There is no one comparable to Him.’” Such fundamental differences have significant con-
sequences. Although the Muslim God favored human kind above all other creatures, there are few references
to Him making man in His image in contrast to the many in Christian theology. One of the risks in making
such a statement was tashbÊÈ, likening God to man and also of anthropomorphizing attributes and names of
God. One hadith, “God created Adam in H[h]is form” (khallaqa All§h $dam #al§ ßåratihi) has been interpreted
differently according to the third person suffix attached to form—thus, “God made Adam in Adam’s form,”
or “God made Adam in His form” (see Sells, Mystical Languages of Unsaying, p. 66). This hadith and a couplet
of poetry appear at the beginning of Dust Muhammad’s preface. The poem is similarly ambiguous. It ap-
pears in the middle of the Chest of Witnessing anecdote: “O you are made better than any other form!/ God
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these and other means, God’s creative act is distinguished from that of the human practi-
tioner.

Articulations about sensory perception through vision and creative practices emphasize
both the reflective element in the process of taking in forms, and the transformative act of
bringing it out.141 The careful manipulation of the mirror motif in Dust Muhammad’s text
and its repeated appearance throughout the preface drew out differences between passive
reflection and active production. Certain principles about agency were developed to cir-
cumvent the artist’s potential challenge to God’s creative prerogative,142 a charge that had
so frequently been addressed in traditions that countered idolatry,143 the claims made for
images, and sometimes the practice of image making itself. Thus, in some traditions, an
artist is called upon to breath life into his creations and fails, also with dire consequences.
In Dust Muhammad’s preface and elsewhere the distinction between passivity and activity
(in perception and cognition) separates groups of human agents, although the role performed
by cognitive activity is interpreted in sometimes opposite ways.144 One step beyond this is
the notion of the privileged maker whose creative capacities are perfected by supranatural
visitors who come to him in a dream or a waking state. Thus, special powers are accorded
to man in the dream,145 or may be present in him at birth as naturally occurring abilities.

Some of these claims are paralleled in the religio-cultural sphere of the early Safavid
period, where the dynasty’s founder Isma#il, for example, claimed quasi-divine status in
his poetry, either directly or by allusion;146 the dream could affirm the presence of pro-

fashioned you in H[h]is form” (ay zi hama ßårat-i khåb-i tu bih/ ßavvaraka All§h #al§ ßåratihi). Given that the typi-
cal function of such a poem is to magnify the text’s meaning and that the text preceding the poem deals with
the response of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad to an image of Adam on silk, “his” could refer to
Adam and thus to the companions made in Adam’s form. For a fascinating study of anthropomorphisms in
the hadith and the Koran, see Daniel Gimaret, Dieu à l’image de l’homme: les anthropomorphismes de la sunna et leur
interprétation par les théologiens (Paris: Cerf, 1997).

141 On the artist Shapur, Nizami writes, “The image came out of his imagination without the help of the
brush” (quoted in Porter, “From the ‘Theory of the Two Qalams’ to the ‘Seven Principles of Painting,’” p.
113).

142 The most detailed and expanded treatment of this subject to date is Bürgel, Feather of Simurgh, especially
the introduction and chaps. 1–3. Bürgel describes the artist’s agency as “mightiness” in conflict with God.
Bürgel traces the shift to mysticism’s development of the concept of the “the perfect man” (al-ins§n al-k§mil),
when “the idea of power became spiritualized in a new sense and man became capable of participating in
God’s mightiness in the spiritual sphere, even though this interior mightiness could also manifest itself in vis-
ible forms. . . . This belief promoted the arts, their mightiness now being comprehensible in the new light of
man’s licit magic and of his cosmic mightiness” (ibid., pp. 2–3).

143 Some of these traditions are listed in Arnold, Painting in Islam, chap. 1, esp. pp. 4–8.
144 For mystical writers, polishing the heart through piety and removing cognition serve as a way to anni-

hilate self and gain proximity to God as an act of unquestioning faith; for theorists of perception, the mind’s
mirror serves as an intermediary in the process of understanding the world but cannot be relied upon on its
own. Senses of perception are checked and controlled by cognition.

145 Shi#ism connected the dream to notions of inner prophethood, believing that all infallible imams had
true dreams. One manual on dream interpretation (taqsÊm) was widely attributed to the imam Ja#far al-Sadiq.
See EIr, s.v. “Dreams and Dream Interpretation, ii. in the Persian Tradition” (Hossein Ziai).

146 Shah Isma#il used poetry as a vehicle for inspiring support from his qizilb§sh followers. Isma#il’s poems
provide evidence that he wanted his followers to consider him a divine incarnation. See EIr, s.v. “Esm§#Êl I
‘afawÊ” (Roger M. Savory). In the introductory sections to the dÊv§n, Isma#il described #Ali as the “manifesta-
tion of God” (maíhar al-Èaqq) who embodied “God’s light” (når-i il§hÊ). Isma#il claimed himself to be #Ali’s re-
incarnation. For analysis of Isma#il’s poetry, see Minorsky, “The Poetry of Shah Isma#il I,” p. 1026. Excerpts
of his poetry are also translated and discussed by Wheeler M. Thackston, “The Diwan of Khata"i: Pictures for
the Poetry of Shah Isma#il I,” Asian Art 1, 4 (Fall 1988): 36–63. As late as 1629, Iskandar Beg Munshi noted
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phetic qualities in selected men just as it affirmed their politico-religious authority. In an
account of Shah Isma#il’s life, the #$lam-§r§-yi Sh§h Ism§#Êl, a lengthy account explains Isma#il’s
emergence as a divinely sanctioned and appointed vice-regent.147 The use of the term khuråj

to signify “emergence” possessed the resonance of the return of the occulted Twelfth Imam,
the mahdÊ, conferring upon Isma#il the status of a prefigurement. Although such claims were
toned down by the reign of Shah Tahmasp (that is, the extremist [ghuluvv] attributes of the
reigning shah were qualified and brought into line with an emerging Shi#ite hierocracy),148

dreams and their interpretation retained their place. In his memoirs, Shah Tahmasp de-
scribes several dreams and provides interpretations.149

Dust Muhammad’s preface suggests parallels between the Artangi Tablet and the Chest
of Witnessing. Both were used as proof of religion and revelation (Mani claimed his to be
a proof; the Chest of Witnessing proved itself through a proleptic function, viz. it contained
Muhammad’s portrait as it had been made at the beginning of time and later copied by
Daniel). Shah§da, the term used for the chest, also meant “evidence” and is used to refer to
the Muslim declaration of faith. Both were collections and involved comprehensiveness (Mani’s
audience proclaimed the Artangi Tablet to be complete; the Chest of Witnessing was un-
questionably complete within the bounds of the Islamic faith). Mani had made his painted
silk, despite his claim, whereas the Chest of Witnessing’s portraits survived as copies made
by Daniel. Thus, God not only fashioned the subjects of the phenomenal world that would
preoccupy painters, but He also brought paintings into existence, establishing a conven-
tion for two-dimensional image making. If Daniel copied these “unmade” images,150 argu-
ably their system of depiction is traceable to a divine source. By hinting at the special power
of such artists as Ahmad Musa, #Abd al-Hayy, and Sultan Muhammad, Dust Muhammad
is able to imply an aesthetic connection between the God-derived aesthetic in two-dimen-

that when Isma#il was age 7 “the ornament of imperial rule was visible on his auspicious brow, and the divine
glory ( farr-i ÊzadÊ) shone forth from his faith” (History of Shah #Abbas the Great, trans. Savory, 1:41).

147 The relevant passage is translated and discussed in Thackston, “The Diwan of Khata"i,” pp. 54–56.
148 In 1533, Shah Tahmasp issued a decree ( farm§n) in which he declared Shaykh #Ali al-Karaki the deputy

(n§"ib) of the imam, “thus devolving all supreme spiritual religious authority upon him as the most qualified
or ‘Seal of the mujtahids’ (kh§tam al-mujtahidÊn) and as the guardian of the heritage of the Seal of the Prophets
(MuÈammad)” (Arjomand, “The Clerical Estate and the Emergence of a Shi#ite Hierocracy in Safavid Iran,”
pp. 188–89). Arjomand notes that Tahmasp, “unlike his father and forefathers, had no pretense to divine
incarnation” (ibid. p. 188). Some years later, in 1554–55, some Sufis asserted that Shah Tahmasp was the
mahdÊ, a heresy that brought about their death (J. Aubin, “La politique religieuse des Safavides,” in Le Shî#isme
imâmite, Colloque de Strasbourg (6–9 Mai 1968) [Paris, 1970], pp. 235–44, esp. p. 239). For a discussion of such
extremist tendencies in pre-Safavid Twelver Shi#ism, see Mohammed Ali Amir-Moezzi, “Aspects de l’Im§mologie
Duodécimaine I: Remarques sur la Divinité de l’Imam,” Studia Iranica 25 (1996): 193–216.

149 Sh§h •ahm§sp ‘afavÊ, Tazkira-yi Sh§h •ahm§sb. One dream, listed under events in 938 (1531–32), records
a conversation between #Ali b. Abi Talib and Shah Tahmasp. On 18 Safar 961 (23 January 1554), at Nakhchivan,
Shah Tahmasp dreamed (ba-khv§b dÊdam) that the sky in the direction of the qibla was inscribed with writing
in ghub§r, the color of the heavens. Also connected to oneiromancy is the large-format manuscript of the F§l-
n§ma (Book of Divination) made for Shah Tahmasp in ca. 1550. The text was attributed to Imam Ja#far al-
Sadiq and contained omens and their interpretations. For a brief summary of the manuscript, see Canby,
Princes, Poets, and Paladins, p. 54.

150 Belting identifies two kinds of cult images used in Christendom. “One kind, initially including only images
of Christ and a cloth imprint of St. Stephen in North Africa, comprises ‘unpainted’ and therefore especially
authentic images that were either of heavenly origin or produced by mechanical impression during the life-
time of the model. For these the term a-cheiro-poeton (‘not made by hand’) came into use, in Latin non manufactum.”
The second kind of image “appears to include only icons of the Virgin . . . but is believed to be the work of
a painter” (Belting, Likeness and Presence, p. 49).
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sional form and the one that Ahmad Musa recovered. Expressed through an image com-
parable to—but not the same as—God’s act of creation, Ahmad Musa lifted a veil to fash-
ion material.151

The creative concept of transforming what is seen into its absolute or trying to trans-
form the phenomena in the visible world so that they point back toward some hidden form
permeates Persian literature.152 Dust Muhammad describes creation as “a locus of mani-
festation of names and traces,” phenomena which pointed to their transcendent archetypes.
His use of the ubiquitous veiling image invokes the mystical concept of the interior (b§ãin)
and exterior (í§hir), of esoteric and exoteric knowledge. Neoplatonic in origin, such theo-
ries of emanation and the correspondence of macrocosm and microcosm were absorbed
into the Islamic world view in the eleventh century.153

In some respects such theories go a long way toward rationalizing the formal and
compositional values of the Persianate painting, and several scholars have done just that.
Sayyid Hossein Nasr describes Persianate painting as “a reminder of a reality which tran-
scends the mundane surroundings of human life,” and the space of the painting “is the
space of the ‘imaginal world’”; the painting “reflects the sacred in this world.”154 In his
analysis of the portrait through literary and visual sources, Yves Porter asserts that the use
of the term “portrait” (whether paykar, chihra, or ßårat) cannot mean “a photographic re-
production, a double of the real image”; what is sought in the image is the original, “a
vision superior to reality that transcends the object.”155 Studies of poetry have made simi-
lar inferences,156 as have considerations of non-mimetic visual modes such as geometry.157

151 A critical difference between God and man’s creative powers was defined—God could bring matter
into being whereas man could only fashion preexistent matter. See EI2, s.v. KhalÎ (R. Arnaldez). The need
to define man’s creative powers as different from God’s creatio ex nihilo is discussed by von Grunebaum, “Aes-
thetic Foundation of Arabic Literature,” pp. 333–34.

152 Many of these references are mentioned in NecipoÅlu (Topkapi Scroll, chaps. 10 and 11) where the philo-
sophical underpinnings and aesthetic issues are also treated in full, but focusing mainly on geometry, not on
figural art.

153 Bürgel, Feather of Simurgh, pp. 40–41. A convenient primer on Neoplatonic thought in Islam, specifically
in the writings of the Brethren of Sincere Purity (Ikhw§n al-‘af§" ) is by Ian Richard Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists:
An Introduction to the Thought of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhw§n al-‘af§") (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press,
1991). NecipoÅlu summarizes the development, noting how the thought of Aristotle and Plato was reconciled
in Islam and the philosophical sciences “disseminated between the ninth and late tenth centuries. . . . After
the consolidation of the Sunni revival in the eleventh century, however, orthodox refutations of philosophy
multiplied. Aesthetic theories tinged with Neoplatonism were revised according to dominant orthodox sensi-
bilities, distilled into popular form through Sufism, and assimilated into the mainstream of medieval Islamic
culture” (NecipoÅlu, Topkapi Scroll, p. 186).

154 Sayyed Hossein Nasr, “The World of Imagination and the Concept of Space in the Persian Miniature,”
Islamic Quarterly 13, 3 (July–Sept. 1969): 129–34; esp. 133–34.

155 Porter, “La forme et le sens,” pp. 220–21. Porter reiterated some of these ideas in the article “From
the ‘Theory of the Two Qalams’ to the ‘Seven Principles of Painting’,” pp. 109–18, esp. 113. A recent study
about portraiture that summarizes many of the prevailing notions and cultural views of the portrait is Priscilla
Soucek, “The Theory and Practice of Portraiture in the Persian Tradition,” Muqarnas 17 (2000): 97–108, esp.
101. Soucek refers to Papadopoulo’s characterization of a unifying aesthetic of Islamic art as “inverisimilitude”
(ibid., pp. 97–98).

156 Chelkowski, Soucek, and Ettinghausen cite the words of the poet Nizami, “Poetry is the mirror of what
is visible, and what is invisible . . . the curtain of mystery, the shadow of the prophetic veil” (Peter Chelkowski,
Priscilla P. Soucek, and Richard Ettinghausen, Mirror of the Invisible World: Tales from the Khamseh of Nizami [New
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1975], p. 9).

157 This is the interpretative vector which runs throughout Gülru NecipoÅlu’s study of ornament in praxis
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In the medieval Christian West, which shared a philosophical heritage with the Islamic
East, comparable explanations are suggested for the preferred aesthetic features of the symbolic
or ideational in art. For example, Yves Bonnefoy asserts that “art must turn away from
the material, or rather away from figurative constraints in order to grasp, through the fun-
damental sympathy that unites the image and its model, that reflection of the intellect, the
Νoυς that is the only true reality.”158 Bonnefoy writes:

André Grabar has demonstrated the close links between the ideas of Plotinus and early Chris-
tian art. He shows how, in late antiquity, certain techniques served to draw the absolute into
the work: the denial of space, reversed or radiating perspectives, simplified modelling, the
subordination of natural forms to regular geometric schema; all these were logically implied
by the ideas of Plotinus. But the Middle Ages in their entirety, the whole of Italy until the
time of Cimabue, drew on this art and its sense of the timeless.159

Some of the dangers in these hypotheses reside in the values attached to formal elements
and features (figuring again the formalist claim of universal attributives of form). The shared
philosophical heritage at the root of Muslim and Christian aesthetics might explain
commonalities between the art of the two traditions and therefore bridge the problem of
an image’s formal values as culturally encoded. Connections between an image’s forms and
the values ascribed to them were accepted conventions and not absolutes.160 However, Dust
Muhammad’s articulations structured through complex extended metaphors and allusion
help to answer this problem, not only as preface but also through the union of preface
with physical examples of images.

Implicit in Dust Muhammad’s argument is that Persianate painting’s mode of depicting
and its products (paintings or drawings) found a satisfactory solution to the problem of creating
an image. He addresses this notion when he writes of depiction’s origin in Daniel, “be-
cause of this the painter’s mind need not be scratched by the thorn of despair.” Depiction
(painting/drawing) was conceptually and practically linked to writing through #Ali b. Abi
Talib, and Daniel vouchsafed the noble lineage of portraying. From reading Dust Muhammad,
we sense that anything thought consonant with an optical naturalism, an image that pro-
duced an equivalent of what the sensory perceptions revealed in an initial act of gazing at
phenomena (in an act comparable to the mirror’s reflection), was entirely unacceptable and
suspect. It may have been partly because such visual elements of the image could suggest
movement, changeability, flux, and duration, and hence create the illusion of a living and
breathing sentient creature thereby arrogating a power reserved to God alone.161 This visual

and theory in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Iran. NecipoÅlu matches geometries to contemporary debates
and theories of aesthetics and perception (NecipoÅlu, Topkapi Scroll, esp. chaps. 10 and 11).

158 Yves Bonnefoy, “Time and the Timeless in Quattrocento Painting,” in Calligram: Essays in New Art His-
tory from France, ed. Norman Bryson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 8–26, esp. 12–13.

159 Ibid., p. 13.
160 See W. J. T. Mitchell, “Looking at Animals Looking: Art, Illusion, Power,” in Aesthetic Illusions: Theoreti-

cal and Historical Approaches, ed. Frederick Burwick and Walter Pape (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter,
1990), pp. 65–78, esp. pp. 67 and 87; and for the specific instance of mimesis and resemblance, Michael Peglau,
“On Mimesis and Painting,” Art Criticism 4, 3 (1988): 1–25, esp. 4 and 9.

161 This may be connected to theories of optical perception where the so-called common sensibles (mo-
tion, rest, shape, sizes, motions) were often thought to produce error in judgment about what is sensed. See
Irving Block, “Truth and Error in Aristotle’s Theory of Sense Perception,” Philosophical Quarterly 11, 42 (January
1961): 1–9, esp. 1. The special sensibles—always true—included colors, sounds, tastes, smells, and tactile sen-
sations.
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phenomenon is referred to in Muhammad Muhsin’s preface as “Christian breaths” (anf§s-

i masÊÈ§), invoking a tradition about Jesus breathing life into clay birds that he had fash-
ioned—the miracle occurred only because God allowed it to be so.162 It takes us back also
to Firdawsi and the chief priest’s request that Mani breathe life into his forms. This is yet
another respect in which Dust Muhammad’s argument through metaphor and allusion cannot
be compared to those of other preface writers, whether contemporaries or coming before
or after. Sometimes writers praised artists because they had brought life to “inanimate forms,”
a metaphor which risked the arrogation of illicit powers and claims to practitioners. One
of the most common figures of speech in Persian literature compares an artist to Mani; it
appears as a simile in Khvandamir/Amini’s preface163 and in Mir Sayyid Ahmad where
an artist is likened to Jesus and the clay birds which he brought to life. Dust Muhammad
uses neither of these.

At another level of metaphorical comparison, Dust Muhammad disparages Mani’s pa-
thetic converts who, deceived by the artist’s trivial and playful images, accepted them as
their model (mashq), all the while contrasting them to Daniel’s better choice of model, the
images brought into existence and sent by God to Adam. Because Dust Muhammad dis-
tinguishes between the forms of picture making (rasm-i ßårat-s§zÊ) practiced in Europe, China,
and Persia, it would seem reasonable to conclude that he and his contemporaries made
such visual distinctions. The Persianate audience was very receptive to the Chinese aes-
thetic, but they had their preferences. Evidence of an interest in works associated with the
sensibility and culture of the Chinese literati is entirely absent, assuming that such works
in fact had been available to the Safavids or to the Timurids before them.164 Numerous

162 In the extended kh§tima of his preface, some of it culled from Kashifi’s Anv§r-i suhaylÊ, Muhammad Muhsin
contrasts the form of “life” or “spirit” ( j§n) in calligraphy and what he refers to as “Christian breaths.” The
segment reads:

Gazing at their calligraphies bestows life
and calligraphy offers protection from affliction and sadness.

No, no, each letter is like Christian breaths
When we look carefully at it, it bestows life.

Their calligraphies possess such grace
That His ink bestows light upon vision.

(nií§ra-yi khaãã-ish§n rav§n mÊ-bakhshad
va zi miÈnat va gham khaãã am§n mÊ-bakhshad

na na ki chu anf§s-i masÊÈ§ har Èarf
chun nÊk naíir kunÊm j§n mÊ-bakhshad

khaãã-i Êsh§n zi bas ki hast laãÊf
når bakhshad sav§d-i å ba-baßar)

It is also possible that the breath is an allusion to God’s creation of Jesus and the Koranic verses 15:29 and
38:72 (used by Dust Muhammad) “And when I have made him and breathed into him of My spirit.” The
words used for “to breathe” (nafakha) and “spirit” (råÈ) are not used in the prefaces. The allusion would not
be intended as a parallel, of course, but as another means of emphasizing the difference between God’s crea-
tive powers and those of man. Only God has the power to bestow life.

163 Sometimes Mani is mentioned as someone who could be outdone or duped by an artist (Mir Sayyid
Ahmad).

164 The lure of Chinese art and responses to it had been ongoing since at least the Ilkhanid period in Iran.
For a general discussion about the reception of Chinese painting and the types of materials found in a Per-
sian context, see Toh Sugimura, The Encounter of Persia with China: Research into Cultural Contacts Based on Fifteenth
Century Persian Pictorial Materials (Osaka: National Museum of Ethnology, 1986); Max Loehr, “The Chinese
Elements in the Istanbul Miniatures,” Ars Orientalis 1 (1954): 85–89; and Basil Gray, “A Timurid Copy of a
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works of Chinese origin, or made after Chinese models, were bound into the Bahram Mirza
album. Although some of the subject matter (religious themes, birds, and flowers) and icono-
graphic intricacies may have been lost on the Safavids, the album’s paintings tend to echo
features that were known to the Persianate audience through their own tradition: boldly
scaled and brightly colored works which combined flat fields of color with strong contours
in line.

European art was another matter. Although the album does not illustrate Mani’s work,
and it is not certain what someone like Dust Muhammad thought it looked like, it is tempting
to identify one painting in the album that seems to offer an equivalent to such a duplici-
tous visual system as we understand it from exceptions taken in the Mani Artangi Tablet
story. The European work datable to after ca. 1530 (fig. 13) is the only one in the album.165

It lacks any introductory caption, and is a portrait of a young man, either Venetian or
Florentine,166 wearing a cloth hat with gold brooch, a dark jacket open at the neck to re-
veal a white undershirt with the top button undone; he stands in three-quarter pose, eyes
wide open and lips slightly parted. His mouth, eyelids, lips, and ears are warmed by pas-
sages of red and pink, which counteract the youth’s otherwise ashen complexion. The modeled
features of the face produce a web of shadows and light, patches of color arranged across
the smooth two-dimensional surface of the painting disrupted only in a few passages by
rougher brushstrokes. It is a wholly different visual effect from those pages of Safavid por-
traits mounted in the Bahram Mirza album, which are often inscribed with the name of
the sitter. In them, pure fields of color dominate, figures are lit from a multiplicity of sources
and not a single one, and line is not subsumed by color. In the European aesthetics of vi-
sion, represented by the portrait of the young man, devices are employed to bring the im-
age toward the illusion of a reflection of things in the world, but the Persianate aesthetics
of vision locates the creative act, the image, and goal at one remove beyond things seen.167

Chinese Buddhist Picture,” in Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. Richard Ettinghausen (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1972), pp. 35–38. Scholars of Chinese painting have only recently escaped from
the dominant focus on literati painting and thus many of the materials in the Istanbul albums have generally
fallen outside the parameters of their interests. Among the studies on non-literati painting is Marsha Weidner,
ed., Latter Days of the Law: Images of Chinese Buddhism 850–1850 (Lawrence, Kan.: Spencer Museum of Art, University
of Kansas, 1994).

165 A second example portraying a seated scribe was removed from the album in the early twentieth cen-
tury. For the story, see Roxburgh, “Disorderly Conduct?,” esp. pp. 39–40, and fig. 14. The work, attributed
in modern scholarship to Gentile Bellini or Costanzo da Ferrara/Costanzo da Moysis, bears an illuminated
caption that names the artist as Ibn Mu"azzin, “who is among the famous European masters” (#amal-i Ibn Mu"azzin
ki az ust§d§n-i mashhår-i farang ast). Shading is used in the painting to model the figure, especially visible on the
furrowed sleeves and cloth turban, and stippling for the volumetric treatment of the face. The painting is
currently in Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, no. P15e8.

166 Fol. 115a, 365 x 240 mm, oil on paper? The work has been torn and slightly damaged in some pas-
sages to reveal the paper support. European—Florentine or Venetian—provenance, after Bronzino, ca. 1540.
I thank Malcolm Campbell, Elizabeth Cropper, and John Shearman for sharing their thoughts on this paint-
ing.

167 And hence offering another parallel, this time to music. Writing about a tune he invented, Amir Khusraw
Dihlavi (1253–1325) wrote: “It is in the main based on Ih§m and Khay§l, my own invention. Ih§m is con-
summated by use of words echoing each other in sound and sense or resembling each other in body and build.
Khay§l is elaborated by letting the imagination go free among the objects and the phenomena around so as
to hold a mirror to the universe and to populate the mind with dreams” (cited in Bürgel, Feather of Simurgh, p.
107).
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One feature of Persianate painting acquires a particular charge in comparison to the
European example: namely the suppression of traces of execution on the painted surface
and an increase in the density and miniaturization of the visual information. Every ele-
ment across the entire two-dimensional field surface is given equal weight. Persian paint-
ing may be regarded as a window on the world, but in it compositional elements are stacked
vertically to convey relationships of figures to each other in space and not through a
perspectival scheme. The suppression of evidence of manual presence intersects with a
recurring emphasis in prefatory texts where achievement is described as miraculous, as
something to marvel at and to wonder over.168 The artist’s brush is hair-splitting (må-shik§f).
The artist’s technical skill makes it impossible for the viewer to comprehend how an im-
age has been made. It is as if the image were born into this world unmade. Another factor
that prompted surprise and wonder were the new combinations or reworkings of motifs
and themes, as in Sultan Muhammad’s endless reworkings of designs (ãarÈ).169

The implications of this internal view of Persian aesthetics are far reaching, especially
because scholarship to date has either doubted that the Persians had a developed aesthetic
theory and a conscious understanding of an art history tradition or has chosen not to pur-
sue those aspects of interpretation. Formal readings, either with or without sensitivity to
written sources, have characterized the Persianate painting tradition as non-optically-naturalist
but for the wrong reasons. Perhaps it has been difficult to escape the legacy of early schol-
ars: writing in 1928, Arnold observed, “In Muhammedan literature no attempt has ever
been made to work out any independent system of aesthetics or to arrive at an apprecia-
tion of art for its own sake.”170 Binyon, Wilkinson, and Gray made similar remarks, assert-
ing that no attempt was made to have an image “conform as closely as possible to visual
appearances,” that artists did not make painting a “voyage of discovery,” but were con-
tent to “express themselves in an art without atmospheric effect, without light and shade,
an art which owed nothing to the study of anatomy or the study of perspective.”171 They
concluded that “Persian painting betrays no intellectual grasp of the structure of things.

168 The tenth-century writer Raghib al-Isfahani writes “#ajab and ta#ajjub are states which come to a person
at the time of that person’s ignorance of the sabab [cause] of something” (Mottahedeh, “#Aj§"ib in The Thou-
sand and One Nights,” p. 30).

An extension of this response, or its adjunct, is often the statement in the Persian sources of the “reality”
of the image. Grabar notes how this paradox has absorbed scholars of Persianate painting, especially Soucek
and Golombek, who discussed “images which do not deal with spatial or physical verisimilitude and texts
which almost always do” (Oleg Grabar, “Persian Miniatures: Illustrations or Paintings,” in The Persian Presence
in the Islamic World, ed. Richard G. Hovanissian and Georges Sabagh [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1998], pp. 199–217, esp. p. 217). Cultural-encoding/convention might be one way to allow for the different
formal languages to which “likeness” or “resemblance” to the referent is attributed except that in the Dust
Muhammad album differences between visual traditions are expressed in words and shown by example. Thus,
in Persian sources expressions of “reality” clearly cannot be taken literally. In his early study of responses to
images, Sakisian talked of their “trompe l’oeil effect” by reading the sources too literally (Sakisian, “Esthétique
et terminologie persanes,” p. 144). The relationship between image and referent exists at the level of its being
an absolute sign of the referent and thus as something that points beyond it. Soucek has recently developed
this theory of the relationship between image and referent with specific regard to the portrait (Soucek, “Theory
and Practice of Portraiture,” pp. 97–108, esp. 101).

169 Von Grunebaum proposed a similar response for poetry (“Aesthetic Foundation of Arabic Literature,”
p. 328).

170 Arnold, Painting in Islam, p. 37.
171 Binyon, Wilkinson, and Gray, Persian Miniature Painting, p. 5.
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The Persian outlook is essentially and incurably romantic. It enjoys what is marvelous, it
is quite ready to believe the incredible.”172

If a theory of art could be defined for Persianate painting of the fourteenth through six-
teenth centuries, it would be achieved only through a comparison with the canon of West-
ern European art. Definition would be made through a structure of opposition. Binyon,
Wilkinson, and Gray privilege the Western form of image-referent relationship, an opti-
cal-naturalism thought to produce a closer equivalent to reality. Their teleological concept
of Western art is based on the progressive refinement of formal elements (shading, modeling,
perspective)—a history of visual problem solving—and the result of the comparison is to
characterize the Persianate painting tradition as static. Binyon, Wilkinson and Gray’s re-
marks would be less troubling if it were not for the fact that their descriptive language has
retained its currency in many studies of Persianate painting up to the present day.

Further, given that the painting tradition was seen to exist in a predominantly aniconic
culture that often disparaged image makers and was deeply concerned about image use, it
was thought to be a covert activity. Cast in this light, the “fantastic” world of Persianate
painting and its rebuttal of perceived reality were read as decorative (hence “romantic,”
“marvelous,” “incredible”). The painters did not concern themselves with approximating
optical experience because of their predilection for whimsy, in a kind of sentimental rela-
tionship to the world. But it is clear from Dust Muhammad’s preface that the history of
depiction was understood and explained along different lines, pointing yet again to the
problems inherent in the method of definition through sets of polarized traits. The paint-
ing tradition’s visual form avoided the problem of usurping God’s creative prerogative and
was achieved in visual terms by turning away from an optical-naturalist mode of depic-
tion, so that what was depicted could not be confused with its referent out there in the real
world. In fact, approximating an illusion of optical perception had never been their objec-
tive in the opinion of Dust Muhammad. Moreover, artists worked within a tradition bound
by convention, originating with Ahmad Musa and continuing until the Safavid period through
a series of perfections, a heightened intensity and purity of color, a precision of line, the
forging of compositional units that redesigned and perfected the subject. The place accorded
to models and the role of copying in practice were repeatedly stressed, through Daniel’s
first act of copying God-given painted models, through the creative process of Sultan
Muhammad’s versions, and in the numerous slightly reworked visual models that are to
be found in the album. In this way, Dust Muhammad also addresses the cultural encoding
of a visual tradition, the fact that no maker operated freely within the field of practice.
The depictor’s goal was to depict the meontic, “what is not there,”173 but to do so he turned
to models of the art tradition traceable to Ahmad Musa and to the faculties of his imagi-
nation.

the preface as justification

The apologetic dimension of Dust Muhammad’s narrative on the origins and history of
depiction strikes every reader. But it should now be clear that this surface reading floats

172 Ibid.
173 The term was used by Thomas McFarland and cited by Burwick, “Reflections in the Mirror,” p. 127.

McFarland contrasts the mimetic from the meontic.
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on a many-layered set of references that are pregnant with meaning. Dust Muhammad
theorizes that Persianate depiction is a history of inherited graphic outlines, or a series of
archetypes refined and perfected in the course of a visual tradition. The objective of the
visual archetypes was to cut through or see past the appearance of the visible and to make
a distillation of essential properties that would parallel heaven’s hidden or veiled arche-
types, just as writing does. After all, God’s revelation came through the vehicle of Arabic
script, and the history of calligraphy is explained as a process of perfecting the letters of
the alphabet by continuous refinements, often helped along by the intervention of such
figures as #Ali b. Abi Talib. Dust Muhammad’s assimilation of depiction to writing (a de-
velopment he attributes to #Ali b. Abi Talib) reiterates #Abdi Beg Shirazi’s so-called “Theory
of the Two Pens,” which occurs in a versified section on the “Excellence of Art” in his
$"Ên-i IskandarÊ (Rules of Alexander). #Abdi Beg Shirazi composed the $"Ên-i IskandarÊ in 1543–
44, one year before Dust Muhammad’s preface.174 The idea was a pervasive one, and two
subsequent authors refer to it, to make depiction licit. Qutb al-Din Muhammad quoted
from #Abdi Beg Shirazi in a preface he composed in 1556 for an album to be examined at
royal assemblies; 175 Mir Sayyid Ahmad also referred to the concept in the preface he com-
posed for the Amir Ghayb Beg album compiled in 1564–65.

#Abdi Beg Shirazi and Dust Muhammad’s assimilation of depiction to writing may have
been in response to Shah Tahmasp’s growing indifference to painting. This loss of interest
is usually dated to ca. 1544–45,176 also the date of Bahram Mirza’s album. Moreover, scholars
maintain that by 1556, Shah Tahmasp’s rejection of painting was so complete that it led
him to issue the edict of Sincere Repentance, prohibiting the secular arts in Iran.177 Re-
cently, Soudavar argued that Shah Tahmasp had already repented in 1534 but made no
mention of painting or calligraphy when he did so.178 Moreover, he tolerated the infrac-
tions of the decree by his painters when they engaged in irreligious vices, such as drink-
ing.179 Soudavar moves the debate outside the framework of religious exception, suggest-
ing that Shah Tahmasp’s increased indifference to painting applied equally to calligraphy180

and that the cause may have been a hereditary opthalmic disorder, which not only made
it hard for him to see and appreciate small-scale detail work in painting and calligraphy
but also might even have been painful.181 Evidence of the arts of the book, notably the
F§l-n§ma (Book of Divination, ca. 1550), and architectural decoration at Qazvin shows that
projects for Shah Tahmasp were continued and suggest that efforts were made to com-

174 For a recent analysis of the text, see Porter, “From the ‘Theory of the Two Qalams’ to the ‘Seven Principles
of Painting’,” pp. 109–18.

175 Noted by Adle, “Les artistes nommés Dust-MoÈammad,” p. 222.
176 Welch, Artists for the Shah, p. 4. During the same year (1544), the Mughal emperor Humayun visited the

Safavid court and left with two artists, Mir Sayyid #Ali and #Abd al-Samad, from the royal kit§bkh§na. See
Soudavar, “Between the Safavids and the Mughals,” p. 49, and pp. 50–51. According to Welch, Shah Tahmasp’s
interests in the arts were at a “low ebb” by the 1550’s (ibid., p. 5).

177 Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 1:45.
178 Soudavar, “Between the Safavids and the Mughals,” p. 51.
179 Ibid.
180 Ibid. His interpretation is founded in references in Budaq Munshi Qazvini’s Jav§hir al-akhb§r where

distinctions are not made between calligraphers and painters.
181 Ibid., pp. 51–52.
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182 The evidence of Qazvin is less compelling given the long tradition of wall painting in Iran, one known
quite well from the Timurid period onward.

183 The statement was made by Rogers in his additions to the Turkish text by ÇaÅman and TanÌndÌ, trans.,
edited and expanded by Rogers, The TopkapÌ Saray Museum: The Albums and Illustrated Manuscripts, p. 23.

184 A positive role was accorded to Dust Muhammad’s explanations about depiction by Soucek. She pro-
posed that it came about as a desire “to make painting an intellectual activity” (idem, “Nií§mÊ on Painters
and Painting,” p. 12).

pensate for the limitations imposed by his failing eyesight.182 Shah Tahmasp’s withdrawal
as a patron increased the likelihood that other patrons of lesser rank could attract talented
practitioners to work on their commissions.

What immediate events prompted individuals like #Abdi Beg Shirazi and Dust Muhammad
to explain depiction, whether its prophetic origins, its God-derived aesthetic, or the funda-
mental origin of depiction in writing is ultimately not completely ascertainable. But these
expressions reveal a set of shared beliefs about the nature of depiction. Thus, the com-
monly held opinion that Dust Muhammad’s preface and other writings are merely “ex-
post facto justifications” for depiction, “and little better anyway than high-flown gush”183

requires revision. A concurrent examination of preface and album indicates a conception
of art history that is far from superficial.184 Preface and album constitute a remarkably self-
referential system that puts Dust Muhammad’s conception of art theory and artistic trans-
mission into action. His demonstration and explanation of the morality of depiction ulti-
mately put it on a par with calligraphy. A person’s application to the study of calligraphy
promised great rewards. Collections of calligraphies by famous masters of the past offered
access to those people, the collection acting as an aesthetic moralia: study of the traces of
great men of the past offered models of ethical behavior. In the Bahram Mirza album,
depiction—painting and drawing—could now claim a status approaching that of calligra-
phy.
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Fig. 3. Prophet Muhammad and the angel Gabriel standing before a giant angel; painting from the Mi#r§j-

n§ma. Ascribed to Ahmad Musa by Dust Muhammad. Opaque pigment on paper, 282 × 238 mm (painting).
Topkapi Palace Library, Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 31b. (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)
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Fig. 4. Angel Gabriel carrying the Prophet Muhammad over water; painting from the Mi#r§j-n§ma. Ascribed
to Ahmad Musa by Dust Muhammad. Opaque pigment on paper, 196 × 240 mm (painting). Topkapi Palace
Library, Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 121a (upper half). (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)

Fig. 5. Gabriel and the Prophet Muhammad gazing at the Sidrat al-muntah§; from the Bayt al-ma#mår, painting
from the Mi#r§j-n§ma. Opaque pigment on paper, 157 × 241 mm (painting). Topkapi Palace Library, Bahram
Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 121a (lower half). (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)
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Fig. 6. Royal couple in a landscape. Painting ascribed to Ustad Dust (Dust Divana/Dust Musavvir) by Dust
Muhammad. Opaque pigment and gold on paper, 255 × 186 mm (painting). Topkapi Palace Library, Bahram
Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 121b. (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)
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Fig. 7. The Prophet Muhammad riding on Buraq attended by Gabriel. Drawing ascribed to Shah Muzaffar
by Dust Muhammad. Ink on ivory paper, 328 × 209 mm (drawing). Topkapi Palace Library, Bahram Mirza
album, H. 2154, fol. 40b. (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)
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Fig. 10. Angel of inspiration visiting the sleeping poet
Khvaju Kirmani; painting from a manuscript of the Three

MasnavÊs of Khvaju Kirmani (manuscript dated 1396 at
Baghdad). Ascribed to #Abd al-Hayy by Dust
Muhammad. Opaque pigments, gold, and ink on pa-
per, 313 × 195 mm (painting and caption). Topkapi Pal-
ace Library, Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 20b.
(Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)

Fig. 11. Angel of inspiration visiting the sleeping poet
Khvaju Kirmani; painting from a manuscript of the Three

MasnavÊs of Khvaju Kirmani (manuscript dated 1396 at
Baghdad). Detail showing the angel and poet. Topkapi
Palace Library, Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 20b.
(Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)

Fig. 12. Angel of inspiration visiting the sleeping poet
Khvaju Kirmani; painting from a manuscript of the Three

MasnavÊs of Khvaju Kirmani (manuscript dated 1396 at
Baghdad). Detail showing angels and the starry sky.
Opaque pigments, gold, and ink on paper, 313 × 195
mm (painting and caption). Topkapi Palace Library,
Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154, fol. 20b. (Photo: Topkapi
Palace Museum, Istanbul)
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Fig. 13. Portrait of a young man. Painting attributable to Florence or Venice and after Bronzino, ca. 1540.
Oil pigment on paper(?), 365 × 240 mm (painting). Topkapi Palace Library, Bahram Mirza album, H. 2154,
fol. 115a. (Photo: Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul)




